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Abstract
Directed acyclic graph (DAG) models may be characterized in at least
four different ways: via a factorization, the d-separation criterion, the
moralization criterion, and the local Markov property. As pointed out
by Robins (1986, 1999), Verma and Pearl (1990), and Tian and Pearl
(2002b), marginals of DAG models also imply equality constraints that
are not conditional independences. The well-known ‘Verma constraint’
is an example. Constraints of this type were used for testing edges
(Shpitser et al., 2009), and an efficient marginalization scheme via vari-
able elimination (Shpitser et al., 2011).
We show that equality constraints like the ‘Verma constraint’ can
be viewed as conditional independences in kernel objects obtained from
joint distributions via a fixing operation that generalizes conditioning and
marginalization. We use these constraints to define, via Markov prop-
erties and a factorization, a graphical model associated with acyclic di-
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Trected mixed graphs (ADMGs). We show that marginal distributions ofDAG models lie in this model, prove that a characterization of these con-straints given in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b) gives an alternative definition ofthe model, and finally show that the fixing operation we used to definethe model can be used to give a particularly simple characterization of
identifiable causal effects in hidden variable graphical causal models.
1 Introduction
Graphical models provide a principled way to take advantage of independence
constraints for probabilistic modeling, learning and inference, while giving an
intuitive graphical description of qualitative features useful for these tasks. A
popular graphical model represents a joint distribution by means of a directed
acyclic graph (DAG), where each vertex in the graph corresponds to a random
variable. The popularity of DAG models, also known as Bayesian networks,
stems from their well understood theory and from the fact that they admit an
intuitive causal interpretation (under the assumption that there are no unmea-
sured common causes; see (Spirtes et al., 1993)). An arrow from a variable A
to a variable B in a DAG model can be interpreted, in a way that can be made
precise, to mean that A is a “direct cause” of B.
Starting from a causally interpreted DAG, the consequences of intervention
in the system under study can be understood by modifying the graph via remov-
ing certain edges, and modifying the corresponding joint probability distribution
via re-weighting (Pearl, 2000, Spirtes et al., 1992, Strotz and Wold, 1960). For
example, the DAG in Figure 1(i) represents distributions that factorize as
p(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) = p(x0) p(x1) p(x2 | x0, x1) p(x3 | x1, x2) p(x4 | x0, x3).
If the model is interpreted causally, an experiment to externally set the value
of X3 will break the dependence of X3 on X1 and X2; however, the dependence
of X4 upon X3 will be preserved. This is represented graphically by severing
incoming edges to X3 (an operation some authors call ‘mutilation’ and we later
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Tx1 x2 x3 x4x0(i) x1 x2 x3 x4x0(ii)
Figure 1: (i) A DAG on five variables, and (ii) a DAG representing the model
after an experiment to externally fix X3.
call ‘fixing’), and probabilistically by removing the factor p(x3 | x1, x2) from the
factorization of the joint distribution:
p∗(x0, x1, x2, x4 | x3) = p(x0) p(x1) p(x2 | x0, x1) p(x4 | x0, x3). (1)
The functional in (1) is sometimes called the g-formula (Robins, 1986), the
manipulated distribution (Spirtes et al., 1993), or the truncated factorization
(Pearl, 2000). The distribution p∗(x0, x1, x2, x4 | x3) is commonly denoted by
p(x0, x1, x2, x4 | do(x3)). In a causal model given by a DAG where all variables
are observed, any interventional probability distribution can be identified by
this method.
Often not all unmeasured common causes are measured, or there is no way to
know a priori whether this is the case. This motivates the study of DAG models
containing latent variables. Existing theoretical machinery based on DAGs can
be applied to such settings, simply by treating the unobserved variables as
missing data. However, this creates a number of problems that are particularly
severe in the context where the structure of the underlying DAG model with
latents is unknown. First, there are, in general, an infinite number of DAG
models with latent variables that imply the (independence) constraints holding
in the observed distribution. Second, assumptions concerning the state space or
distribution of latent variables may have a profound effect on the model. This
is problematic given that prior knowledge about latent variables is often scarce.
An alternative approach considers a supermodel defined by taking a subset
of the constraints implied by a DAG model with latent variables on the observed
3
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Tmarginal distribution. More specifically, we consider models defined by equalityconstraints that are implied by the factorization of the DAG with latents, but donot depend on assumptions regarding the state-space or distribution of the latentvariables. Models defined by these constraints are naturally represented by amixed graph, i.e. a graph containing directed (→) and bidirected (↔) edges,
obtained from the DAG via a latent projection operation (Verma and Pearl,
1990); see the graph in Figure 3(i) for the latent projection of the DAG in
Figure 1(i).
Previous work (Ali et al., 2009, Evans and Richardson, 2010, Richardson and Spirtes,
2002) has considered models defined by the conditional independence constraints
implied by latent variable models on the observed margin. Parameterizations,
fitting and search algorithms exist for these models under multivariate Gaus-
sian and discrete distributions over the observed variables. It is well-known,
however, that DAG models with latent variables imply non-parametric con-
straints which are not conditional independence constraints. For example, con-
sider the DAG shown in Figure 1(i), and take the vertex X0 as hidden. This
DAG implies no conditional independence restrictions on the observed margin
p(x1, x2, x3, x4). This is because all vertex sets which d-separate pairs of ob-
served variables — i.e. the pairs (x2, x4) and (x1, x4) — include the unobserved
variable x0. However, it may be shown that the p(x1, x2, x3, x4) margin of any
distribution p(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) which factorizes according to the DAG in Figure
1(i), obeys the constraint that:∑
x2
p(x4 | x1, x2, x3) · p(x2 | x1) is a function of only x3 and x4, (2)
see (Robins, 1986, Verma and Pearl, 1990). In (Robins, 1999) it is shown that
this constraint is equivalent to the requirement that X4 is independent of X1 in
the distribution obtained from p(x1, x2, x3, x4) after dividing by the conditional
p(x3 | x2, x1). Note that this is the same manipulation performed in (1), but
the operation, which we later call ‘fixing’, is purely probabilistic and can be
performed without requiring that the model has any causal interpretation.
If we interpret the original DAG as causal, then the constraint (2) is an (iden-
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Ttifiable) dormant independence constraint (Shpitser and Pearl, 2008), denotedby X1 ⊥ X4 | do(x3) in (Pearl, 2000); see (Shpitser et al., 2014).Since, as we have seen, the DAG in Figure 1(i) implies no conditional in-dependence restrictions on the joint p(x1, x2, x3, x4), the set of distributionsobeying these independence relations is (trivially) saturated. Consequently, a
structure learning algorithm such as FCI (Spirtes et al., 1993) that learns a
Markov equivalence class of DAGs with latent variables, under the assumption
of faithfulness, will return a (maximally uninformative) unoriented complete
graph. (The assumption of ‘faithfulness’ is that if A ⊥ B | C in the observed
distribution then A is d-separated from B given C in the underlying DAG with
latent variables.)
Indeed, as originally pointed out by Robins (1999), if we assume a general-
ization of faithfulness, it is possible to use constraints such as (2) to distinguish
between models. Shpitser et al. (2009) used pairwise constraints of this form
to test for the presence of certain directed edges (in the context of a specific
graph). Further, Tian and Pearl (2002b) presented a general algorithm for find-
ing non-parametric constraints from DAGs with latent variables.
In this paper we introduce a (statistical) model called the nested Markov
model, defined by these non-parametric constraints, and associated with a mixed
graph called an acyclic directed mixed graph (ADMG). We give equivalent char-
acterizations of the model in terms of global and ordered local Markov prop-
erties, and a factorization. We also show that the model can be defined by a
set of constraints obtained from an algorithm by Tian and Pearl (2002b). We
show that any saturated model, as well as any distribution that is a marginal of
a DAG model distribution, is in the naturally associated nested Markov model.
Finally, we show that our results give a particularly simple characterization of
identifiable causal effects in hidden variable causal DAG models.
Building on the theory in this paper, and a parametrization of the nested
model for categorical variables given in (Evans and Richardson, 2015), it is pos-
sible to determine nested Markov equivalence classes of ADMGs by evaluating
likelihoods (on generic data). Evans (2015) shows that for categorical variables,
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Tthe algorithm of Tian and Pearl (2002b) is ‘complete’ for finding equality con-straints, and that therefore the nested Markov model is, in a well-defined sense,the closest approximation to the margin of a DAGs model without consider-ing inequality constraints. The review paper (Shpitser et al., 2014) includesall nested Markov equivalence classes over four variables. A general theory of
nested Markov equivalence and search for ADMGs remains a subject for future
work.
1.1 Overview of Nested Markov Models
We now outline our strategy for defining the nested Markov model in terms of
ordinary conditional independence models by analogy to a way of defining DAG
models in terms of undirected graphical models. We give a specific example of
a nested Markov model, outlining the key concepts, while providing references
to the formal definitions within the paper.
A nested Markov model is represented by an acyclic directed mixed graph
(ADMG). ADMGs are naturally derived from DAGs with latent variables via
an operation called latent projection. Intuitively, the ADMG does not contain
latent variables, but indicates the presence of such variables by the inclusion of
bidirected (↔) edges. Earlier work (Richardson, 2003, Richardson and Spirtes,
2002) established Markov properties for independence models defined by AD-
MGs. Such an independence model is a supermodel of the nested Markov model
represented by the same ADMG, as it is defined by fewer constraints. The
global Markov property for these independence models simply corresponds to
the natural extension of d-separation (Pearl, 1988) to ADMGs, whereby we
allow ‘colliders’ to involve bidirected edges, sometimes called m-separation. La-
tent projection is defined in Section 2.3; ADMGs and m-separation in sections
2.1 and 2.2 respectively.
We also consider conditional ADMGs (CADMGs) where certain vertices
are fixed constants rather than random variables. Such vertices are treated
similarly to the so called “strategy nodes” in influence diagrams (Dawid, 2002).
6
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TThe Markov property for CADMGs is a simple extension of m-separation thattakes into account fixed nodes. CADMGs are defined formally in Section 2.4;the corresponding global Markov property for a CADMG is given in section2.8.1. Note that an ADMG is a CADMG with no fixed vertices.As mentioned, CADMGs and their associated Markov models characterize
the nested Markov model in much the same way that undirected graphs and
their associated models can be used to describe a DAG model. We first briefly
review the characterization of DAGs via undirected models.
The global Markov property for DAGs may be obtained from the (union
of) the Markov properties associated with undirected graphs derived from the
DAG by the moralization operation (Lauritzen, 1996); the resulting property
is equivalent to d-separation (Pearl, 1988). More precisely, the DAG Markov
property corresponds to (the union of) the Markov properties or factorizations
associated with undirected graphs representing ‘ancestral’ margins; likewise the
set of distributions corresponding to the DAG is the intersection of the sets of
distributions obeying the factorization properties associated with these undi-
rected graphs; again, this is equivalent to the characterization that the joint
distribution factor into the product of each variable given its parents in the
graph.
As an example, consider the DAG in Fig. 2 (i). Undirected graphs associated
with some ancestral margins, and their factorizations, are shown in Fig. 2 (ii),
(iii), and (iv).
Likewise, the set of distributions in the nested Markov model associated with
an ADMG corresponds to the intersection of the sets of distributions obeying
factorization properties encoded by specific CADMGs obtained from the original
ADMG. However, whereas the undirected graphs corresponding to a DAG may
be seen as representing specific (ancestral)margins, the CADMGs obtained from
an ADMG represent ‘kernel’ distributions obtained by sequentially applying a
new ‘fixing’ operation on distributions, one that generalizes conditioning and
marginalizing. This fixing operation has a natural causal interpretation, as
do the kernels that form CADMG factorizations of the nested Markov model.
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TSpecifically, in the context of a latent variable causal model whose projection is agiven ADMG, kernels can be viewed as (identified) interventional distributions.Not all variables are fixable. From a causal perspective this is natural since in thepresence of latent variables, not all interventional distributions are identifiable.The fixing operation and the set of fixable vertices are defined in section 2.11.
As a specific example, consider the graph shown in Fig. 3(i). In this ADMG,
the vertex X3 may be fixed to give the CADMG shown in Fig. 3(ii), where the
corresponding distribution and factorization are also shown. Here
q1(x1) = p(x1), q24(x2, x4 | x1, x3) =
p(x1, x2, x3, x4)
p(x1)p(x3 | x2, x1).
(3)
Note that, although the original graph implied no conditional independences,
the graph in Figure 3(ii) implies the independence X1 ⊥ X4 | X3 via m-
separation.
Whereas the undirected graphs associated with a DAG correspond to dis-
tributions obtained by specific marginalizations (namely those that remove ver-
tices that have no children), CADMGs correspond to certain specific ordered
sequences of fixing operations. Not all such sequences are allowed: in some cases
a vertex may be fixable only after another vertex has already been fixed. The
global nested Markov property corresponds to the (union of the) m-separation
relations encoded in the CADMGs derived via allowed sequences of these fixing
operations, which we call ‘valid’. Section 2.13 defines valid fixing sequences.
These fixing sequences are closely related to a particular identification strategy
for interventional distributions consisting of recursively applying the g-formula
(Robins, 1986) to an already identified intervention distribution to obtain the
result of further interventions; this connection is explored further in section 4.2.
Returning to the example, given the CADMG in Fig. 3(ii), the vertex X1
may be fixed to give the CADMG in Fig. 3(iii). Further, given the CADMG in
Fig. 3(iii), we may fix X2. The kernel in this graph is
q4(x4 | x3) =
∑
x2
p(x4 | x3, x2, x1)p(x2 | x1). (4)
The quantity on the RHS of (4) is a function only of x3 and x4, and not x1. This
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x1 x2 x3 x4(i) p(x1, x2, x3, x4)
x1 x2 x3 x4(ii) p(x1, x2, x3, x4) = ϕ12(x1, x2)ϕ234(x2, x3, x4)
x1 x2 x3 x4(iii)
∑
x4
p(x1, x2, x3, x4)=ϕ12(x1, x2)ϕ3(x3)
x1 x2 x3 x4(iv)
∑
x2,x4
p(x1, x2, x3, x4) = ϕ1(x1)ϕ3(x3)
Figure 2: Reduction of a DAG model to a set of undirected models via marginal-
ization and moralization: (i) The original DAG G({x1, x2, x3, x4}). Undi-
rected graphs representing the factorization of different ancestral margins: (ii)
p(x1, x2, x3, x4); (iii) p(x1, x2, x3); (iv) p(x1, x3). Note that we have also in-
cluded the marginalized variables on the graph in square nodes. The DAG
model may be characterized by (the union of) the conditional independence
properties implied by the undirected graphs for all ancestral margins.
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Tx1 x2 x3 x4(i) p(x1, x2, x3, x4)
x1 x2 x3 x4(ii)
p(x1,x2,x3,x4)
p(x3 | x1,x2)
= q1(x1)q24(x2, x4 |x1, x3)
x1 x2 x3 x4(iii)
p(x1,x2,x3,x4)
p(x1)p(x3 | x1,x2)
= q24(x2, x4 |x1, x3)
x1 x2 x3 x4(iv)
∑
x2
p(x1,x2,x3,x4)
p(x1)p(x3 | x1,x2)
=
∑
x2
p(x2 |x1)p(x4 |x1, x2, x3)
= q4(x4 |x3)
Figure 3: Reduction of the nested Markov model for an ADMG to a
set of ordinary Markov models associated with CADMGs: (i) The ADMG
G({x1, x2, x3, x4}), which is the latent projection of the graph G from Figure
1(i). CADMGs, representing the Markov structure of derived distributions,
resulting from sequences of fixing operations in G({x1, x2, x3, x4}): (ii) 〈X3〉;
(iii) 〈X3, X1〉 or alternatively 〈X1, X3〉; (iv) any of the sequences 〈X1, X3, X2〉,
〈X3, X1, X2〉, 〈X3, X2, X1〉; it is not valid to fix X2 before X3. The nested
Markov model may be defined via the conditional independence properties for
all CADMGs and associated distributions obtained (via valid fixing sequences)
from the original ADMG and distribution. See also Figure 2 and text.
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Tis precisely the constraint (2) given by the original latent variable DAG modelFig. 1(i). This constraint characterizes the nested Markov model correspondingto the ADMG in Fig. 3(i).Returning to the original ADMG in Fig. 3(i), we could have fixed X1 in thisgraph, also X4. Had we chosen to fix X1, we could then subsequently have fixed
X3, and would have arrived at the same CADMG and distribution as shown
in Fig. 3(iii). Thus in this case the operations of fixing X3 and X1 commute.
However, not all such operations commute: X2 may only be fixed after X3.
Like DAGs, the nested Markov model may be characterized via a factor-
ization property, as well as by local and global Markov properties described in
section 3. In each case these properties are defined via the set of CADMGs that
are ‘reached’ via valid fixing sequences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 3.5 we show that the
nested Markov model corresponding to a complete ADMG gives the saturated
model. In section 4.1, we prove that any marginal distribution in a hidden
variable DAG model lies in the appropriate nested Markov model. A simple
characterization of identifiable causal effects in hidden variable causal DAG
models, based on the fixing operation, is given in section 4.2. Finally, a proof
that the nested Markov model may be defined by the set of constraints found
by the algorithm in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b) is given in section 4.4.
2 DAGs with Latents and Acyclic Directed Mixed
Graphs
In this section we first briefly review DAG models and then introduce mixed
graphs. We associate mixed graphs with DAGmodels containing latent variables
via the operation of ‘projection’.
A directed acyclic graph (DAG) G(V,E) is a graph containing directed edges
(→) subject to the restriction that there are no directed cycles v → · · · → v.
We define the parents of v to be paG(v) ≡ {x | x→ v}.
11
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TDefinition 1. A distribution p(xV ) is said to be Markov relative to a DAG Gif p(xV ) = ∏v∈V p(xv | xpaG(v)). (5)We denote the set of distributions that are Markov relative to a DAG G by
Pd(G).
2.1 Acyclic Directed Mixed Graphs (ADMGs)
Our motivation for introducing mixed graphs is two-fold. First, by removing
latent variables and replacing them with bidirected edges we simplify the repre-
sentation. For example, to perform a search, instead of considering a potentially
infinite class of DAGs with arbitrarily many latent variables, we need only con-
sider a finite set of mixed graphs. Second, although the statistical models that
we associate with mixed graphs capture many of the constraints implied by
latent variable models, the resulting model will still, in general, be a superset
of the set of distributions over the observables that are implied by the original
DAG with latents. The use of a mixed graph to represent our model serves
to emphasize that in spite of this connection, the set of distributions we are
constructing is nonetheless not a latent variable model.
A directed mixed graph G(V,E) is a graph with a set of vertices V , and a
set of edges E which are each either directed (→) or bidirected (↔). A path in
G is a sequence of distinct, adjacent edges, of any type or orientation, between
distinct vertices. The first and last vertices on the path are the endpoints. It is
necessary to specify a path as a sequence of edges rather than vertices because
it is possible that there is both a directed and a bidirected edge between the
same pair of vertices. A path of the form a → · · · → b is a directed path from
a to b; similarly, a path of the form a↔ · · · ↔ b is a bidirected path between a
and b.
A directed cycle is a path of the form v → · · · → w along with an edge
w→ v. An acyclic directed mixed graph (ADMG) is a mixed graph containing
no directed cycles. For any T ⊂ V , the induced subgraph GT of G contains the
12
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Tvertex set T , and the subset of edges in E that have both endpoints in T .Let a, b and c be vertices in a mixed graph G. If b → a then we say that bis a parent of a, and a is a child of b. A vertex a is said to be an ancestor of avertex d if either there is a directed path a → · · · → d from a to d, or a = d;similarly d is said to be a descendant of a. If this is not the case we say that d
is a non-descendant of a. The set of parents, children, ancestors, descendants,
and non-descendants of a in G are written paG(a), chG(a), anG(a), deG(a), and
ndG(a) respectively. An ordering ≺ of nodes in G is said to be topological if for
any vertex pair a, b ∈ G, if a ≺ b, then a 6∈ deG(b); note that this definition is
the same as that for a DAG. We define the set preG,≺(b) ≡ {a | a ≺ b}. We
apply these definitions disjunctively to sets, e.g. anG(A) =
⋃
a∈A anG(a). A set
of vertices A in G is called ancestral if a ∈ A⇒ anG(a) ⊆ A.
2.2 The m-separation criterion
We introduce the natural extension of d-separation to mixed graphs. A non-
endpoint vertex z on a path is a collider on the path if the edges preceding and
succeeding z on the path both have an arrowhead at z, i.e. → z ←, ↔ z ↔,
↔ z ←, → z ↔. A non-endpoint vertex z on a path which is not a collider is a
non-collider on the path, i.e. ← z →, ← z ←, → z →, ↔ z →, ← z ↔. A path
between vertices a and b in a mixed graph G is said to be m-connecting given
a set C in G if every non-collider on the path is not in C, and every collider
on the path is an ancestor of C in G. If there is no path m-connecting a and
b given C, then a and b are said to be m-separated given C. Sets A and B are
said to be m-separated given C, if for all a, b, with a ∈ A and b ∈ B, a and b
are m-separated given C. Note that if G is a DAG then the above definition is
identical to Pearl’s d-separation criterion; see (Pearl, 1988).
2.3 Latent Projections
Given a DAG with latent variables we associate a mixed graph via the following
operation; see (Pearl and Verma, 1991).
13
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TDefinition 2 (latent projection). Let G be an ADMG with vertex set V ∪˙ Lwhere the vertices in V are observed, those in L are latent and ∪˙ indicates adisjoint union. The latent projection G(V ) is a directed mixed graph with vertexset V , where for every pair of distinct vertices v, w ∈ V :
(i) G(V ) contains an edge v → w if there is a directed path v → · · · → w on
which every non-endpoint vertex is in L.
(ii) G(V ) contains an edge v ↔ w if there exists a path between v and w such
that the non-endpoints are all non-colliders in L, and such that the edge
adjacent to v and the edge adjacent to w both have arrowheads at those
vertices. For example, v ↔ · · · → w.
Generalizations of this construction are considered by Wermuth (2011) and
Koster (2002) in the context of marginalizing and conditioning. As an example,
the mixed graph in Figure 3(i) is the latent projection of the DAG shown in
Figure 1(i).
Proposition 3. If G is a DAG with vertex set V ∪˙ L then G(V ) is an ADMG.
The latent projection G(V ) represents the set of d-separation relations hold-
ing among the variables in V in G:
Proposition 4. Let G be a DAG with vertex set V ∪˙ L. For disjoint subsets
A,B,C ⊆ V , (C may be empty), A is d-separated from B given C in G if and
only if A is m-separated from B given C in G(V ).
However, as we will see later, the latent projection G(V ) captures much more
than simply the d-separation relations holding in V . As suggested by Figures
1(i) and 3(i), G(V ) also represents constraints such as (2), and further all those
found by the algorithm in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b). However, Evans (2016)
shows that some inequality constraints on DAGs with latent variables are not
captured by ADMGs.
14
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Tx1 x2 x3 x4(i) x1 x2 x3 x4(ii)
Figure 4: (i) A conditional mixed graph G(V = {x2, x4},W = {x1, x3}, E)
describing the structure of a kernel q24(x2, x4 | x1, x3). (ii) The corresponding
graph G|W from which the conditional Markov property given by G may be
obtained by applying m-separation.
2.4 Kernels
We consider collections of random variables (Xv)v∈V taking values in probability
spaces (Xv)v∈V . In all the cases we consider the probability spaces are either
real finite-dimensional vector spaces or finite discrete sets. For A ⊆ V we let
XA ≡ ×u∈A(Xu), and XA ≡ (Xv)v∈A. We use the usual shorthand notation: v
denotes a vertex and a random variable Xv, likewise A denotes a vertex set and
XA.
In order to introduce the nested Markov property we introduce a type of
bipartite mixed graph that we term a conditional ADMG. Whereas an ADMG
with vertex set V represents a joint density p(xV ), a conditional ADMG is a
graph with two disjoint sets of vertices, V and W that is used to represent the
Markov structure of a ‘kernel’ qV (xV |xW ). Following (Lauritzen, 1996, p.46),
we define a kernel to be a non-negative function qV (xV |xW ) satisfying:
∑
xV ∈XV
qV (xV | xW ) = 1 for all xW ∈ XW . (6)
We use the term ‘kernel’ and write qV (·|·) (rather than p(·|·)) to emphasize that
these functions, though they satisfy (6) and thus most properties of conditional
densities, will not, in general, be formed via the usual operation of conditioning
on the event XW = xW . To conform with standard notation for densities, we
15
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Tdefine for every A ⊆ V :qV (xA|xW ) ≡ ∑xV \A∈XV \A qV (xV |xW ); (7)qV (xV \A|xW∪A) ≡ qV (xV |xW )qV (xA|xW ) . (8)
For disjoint V1∪˙V2 = V and W1∪˙W2 =W , we will sometimes write
qV (xV1 , xV2 | xW1 , xW2) to mean qV (xV1∪V2 | xW1∪W2).
2.4.1 Conditional ADMGs
A conditional acyclic directed mixed graph (CADMG) G(V,W,E) is an ADMG
with two disjoint sets of vertices V and W , subject to the restriction that for all
w ∈ W , paG(w) = ∅ and there are no bidirected edges involving w. Equivalently,
in a CADMG G(V,W,E) the induced subgraph GW has no edges, and all edges
from w ∈ W to v ∈ V take the form w → v. The rationale for excluding edges
between vertices in W or with arrowheads in W is that the CADMG represents
the structure of a kernel; the vertices in W merely index distributions over V .
(We note that CADMGs represent kernels that are not, in general, formed by
standard conditioning from the original observed distribution.)
In a CADMG G(V,W,E) we will refer to the sets V and W as the ran-
dom and fixed nodes respectively. We also introduce operators V(G) and W(G)
that return, respectively, the sets of random and fixed nodes associated with a
CADMG G. We will use circular nodes to indicate the random vertices (in V(G)),
and square nodes to indicate the fixed vertices (in W(G)). See, for instance, the
CADMGs in Figures 1(ii), 3 and 4(i).
When the edge set or vertex sets are clear from context we will abbreviate
G(V,W,E) as G(V,W ) or G.
2.5 Induced Subgraphs and Districts
An ADMG G(V,E) may be seen as a CADMG in whichW = ∅. In this manner,
though we will state subsequent definitions for CADMGs, they will also apply
to ADMGs.
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TThe induced subgraph of a CADMG G(V,W,E) on a set A, denoted GAconsists of G(V ∩ A,W ∩ A,EA), where EA is the set of edges in G with bothendpoints in A. Note that in forming GA, the status of the vertices in A withregard to whether they are in V or W is preserved.
Proposition 5. Given an ADMG G and an ancestral set A, GA = G(A).
Thus the induced subgraph on an ancestral set A is the same as the latent
projection onto A.
Definition 6. A set of vertices C is called bidirected-connected if for every
pair of vertices c, d ∈ C there is a bidirected path between c and d with every
node on the path in C. A maximal bidirected-connected set of random vertices
is referred to as a district. Let
D(G) ≡ {D | D is a district in G}
be the set of districts in G. For v ∈ V(G), let disG(v) be the district containing
v in G. We write disA(v) as a shorthand for disGA(v), the district of v in the
induced subgraph GA.
Tian and Pearl (2002b) refer to districts in ADMGs as ‘c-components’. Note
that, by definition, in a CADMG, D(G) forms a partition of the set of random
vertices V(G). By definition, nodes in W(G) are not included in districts. In a
DAG G(V,E), D(G) = {{v} | v ∈ V }, the set of singleton subsets of V .
2.6 Independence in Kernels
We extend the notion of conditional independence to kernels over XV indexed
by XW . A rigorous treatment of conditional independence in settings where not
all variables are random was given in (Constantinou, 2013). With slight abuse
of notation we define
qV ≡ {qV (xV | xW ), xW ∈ XW }.
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Figure 5: Illustration of cases in Definition 7:
(a) A ∩W = ∅; (b) B ∩W = ∅.
Definition 7. For disjoint subsets A,B,C ⊆ V ∪W , we define XA to be con-
ditionally independent of XB given XC under kernel qV , written:
XA ⊥ XB | XC [qV ]
if either:
(a) A ∩W = ∅ and qV (xA | xB , xC , xW\(B∪C)) is a function only of xA and
xC (whenever this kernel is defined),
or
(b) B ∩W = ∅ and qV (xB | xA, xC , xW\(A∪C)) is a function only of xB and
xC (whenever this kernel is defined).
See Figure 5 for an illustration of cases. The condition that the density
should exist simply addresses the situation where the conditioning event has
zero probability. Note that the kernels appearing in (a) and (b) specify values
for all of the variables XW , and are defined via conditioning in the kernel over
XV that is then specified. For example in (a),
qV (xA | xB , xC , xW\(B∪C)) = qV (xV ∩(A∪B∪C) | xW )/qV (xV ∩(B∪C) | xW ).
Since, if (a) holds, the value of the density does not depend either on the
values assigned to XB or to XW\(B∪C) it would be natural to express this
constraint as:
qV (xA | xB , xC , xW\(B∪C)) = qV (xA | xC).
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THowever, in general, for R,S ⊆ V and T ⊆ W , the density p(xR |xS∪T ) maynot be defined, since in the absence of a distribution over XW , XW\T cannotbe integrated out. Thus we opt for the formulation above. Similar commentsapply to (b), interchanging A and B.
Proposition 8. In a set of kernels qV (xV | xW ), XA ⊥ XB | XC if and only
if either XA ⊥ XB∪(W\C) | XC or XB ⊥ XA∪(W\C) | XC .
Proof. This follows directly from Definition 7.
2.6.1 Semi-Graphoid Axioms In Kernels
Classical conditional independence constraints can logically imply others. Though
no finite axiomatization of conditional independence is possible (Studeny´, 1992),
deductive derivations of conditional independence constraints in many graphical
models can be restricted, without loss of generality, to the semi-graphoid axioms
(Dawid, 1979) of symmetry and the ‘chain rule’, which we reproduce here:
(XA ⊥ XB | XC)⇔ (XB ⊥ XA | XC),
(XA ⊥ XB | XC∪D) ∧ (XA ⊥ XD | XC)⇔ (XA ⊥ XB∪D | XC).
(The chain rule axiom is sometimes written as the three separate axioms of
contraction, decomposition and weak union.) We now show that, unsurpris-
ingly, conditional independence constraints defined for kernels also obey these
axioms. An additional set of axioms called separoids has been shown to apply
to versions of conditional independence involving non-stochastic variables like
XW in (Constantinou, 2013).
Proposition 9. The semi-graphoid axioms are sound for kernel independence.
Proof. Symmetry follows directly from Definition 7.
Let qV (xV | xW ) be a kernel for which (XA ⊥ XB∪D | XC) holds. Assume
condition (a) for this independence holds, that is A ∩ W = ∅, and assume
qV (xA | xB , xC , xD, xW\(B∪C∪D)) is only a function of xA and xC . Then it
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Timmediately follows that condition (a) for (XA ⊥ XB | XC∪D) also holds. Tosee that (XA ⊥ XD | XC) holds, consider the following derivation.qV (xA | xC , xD, xW\(C∪D))
=
∑
xB∩V
qV (xA, xB∩V , xC∩V , xD∩V | xW )∑
xB∩V
qV (xB∩V , xC∩V , xD∩V | xW )
=
( ∑
xB∩V
qV (xA | xB , xC , xD, xW\(B∪C∪D)) · qV (xB∩V , xC∩V , xD∩V | xW )
)
∑
xB∩V
qV (xB∩V , xC∩V , xD∩V | xW )
=
(
qV (xA | xB, xC , xD, xW\(B∪C∪D)) ·
∑
xB∩V
qV (xB∩V , xC∩V , xD∩V | xW )
)
∑
xB∩V
qV (xB∩V , xC∩V , xD∩V | xW )
= qV (xA | xB, xC , xD, xW\(B∪C∪D)).
Here the first equality follows by (7)&(8), the second by the chain rule of prob-
ability, which applies to kernels also by (7)&(8), the third since we established
above that (XA ⊥ XB | XC∪D) holds in qV (xV | xW ), and the last by cancel-
lation. Since (XA ⊥ XB∪D | XC), the final term does not depend upon xB or
xD, so the independence (XA ⊥ XD | XC) follows.
Now assume (XA ⊥ XB∪D | XC) holds due to condition (b), that is
qV (xB∩V , xD∩V | xA, xC , xW\(A∪C)) is only a function of xB , xC and xD. Then
qV (xB∩V | xA, xC , xD, xW\(A∪C∪D)) is also only a function of xB , xC and xD,
which in turn implies (XA ⊥ XB | XC∪D). To see that (XA ⊥ XD | XC)
holds, repeat the above argument, but swap xA and xD, and use the fact that
(XA ⊥ XB∪D | XC) implies (XA ⊥ XD | XB∪C) under either (a) or (b). This
was already shown above.
To show the converse, let qV (xV | xW ) be a kernel in which (XA ⊥ XB |
XC∪D) and (XA ⊥ XD | XC) hold. If this is due to condition (a) (where
A∩W = ∅), then (XA ⊥ XB∪C | XD) follows by above derivation, and the two
assumed independences. If this is due to condition (b) (where (B∪D)∩W = ∅),
then (XA ⊥ XB∪C | XD) follows by the above derivation where xA and xD are
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Figure 6: Structure of sets for invariance properties considered in section 2.7;
V = R ∪˙H ∪˙ T ; shaded sets are fixed.
swapped, and the two assumed independences.
2.7 Constructing kernels
We will typically construct new kernels via the operation of dividing either
a distribution p(xV ) by p(xH | xT ) or an existing kernel qV (xV | xW ) by
qV (xH | xT∪W ), where H ∪˙ T ⊆ V . For the results in the remainder of this
section, we will consider a kernel qV (xV | xW ) where V = R ∪˙H ∪˙T , and a new
kernel
q∗V \H(xV \H | xH , xW ) = q
∗
V \H(xR, xT | xH , xW ) ≡
qV (xR, xH , xT | xW )
qV (xH | xT , xW )
. (9)
See Figure 6 for an illustration.
Lemma 10.
q∗V \H(xR, xT | xH , xW ) = qV (xR | xH , xT , xW )qV (xT | xW ), (10)
and hence
q∗V \H(xR | xH , xT , xW ) = qV (xR | xH , xT , xW ); (11)
q∗V \H(xT | xW ) = q
∗
V \H(xT | xH , xW ) = qV (xT | xW ). (12)
Proof. By the chain rule of probability:
qV (xR, xH , xT | xW ) = qV (xR | xH , xT , xW )qV (xH | xT , xW )qV (xT | xW ).
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THence (10) follows directly from (9). Sinceq∗V \H(xR, xT | xH , xW ) = q∗V \H(xR | xH , xT , xW )q∗V \H(xT | xH , xW ), (13)the second equality in (12) follows by summing the right-hand sides of (10)and (13) over xR. The first then follows directly since qV (xT | xW ) is not a
function of xH . Finally (11) follows from (12) by canceling q
∗
V \H(xT | xH , xW )
and qV (xT | xW ) from the right-hand sides of (10) and (13).
2.7.1 New independences resulting from kernel construction
Lemma 11. (XH ⊥ XT | XW ) in q
∗
V \H(xV \H | xH , xW ).
Proof. By definition and the chain rule of probability, q∗V \H(xV \H | xH , xW ) =
qV (xV \(H∪T ) | xH , xT , xW ) · qV (xT | xW ). By definition of marginalization in
kernels,
q∗V \H(xT | xH , xW ) =
∑
xV \(H∪T )
q∗V \H(xV \H | xH , xW )
=
∑
xV \(H∪T )
qV (xV \(H∪T ) | xH , xT , xW ) · qV (xT | xW )
= qV (xT | xW ).
But this kernel is only a function of xT and xW by construction, which implies
our conclusion.
Corollary 12. If XV ⊥ XW\W1 | XW1 in qV , then XH∪(W\W1) ⊥ XT | XW1
in q∗V .
Proof. As above, but qV is now only a function of xT and xW1 by construction,
which implies our conclusion.
2.7.2 Preservation of existing independences in a kernel
We now state two important properties that capture the way conditional inde-
pendence and the fixing operation interact. These properties will let us transfer
conditional independence statements from one kernel to another. We state these
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TA BCR H T W(i) Independence in qV (xT | xW ). R H T WBA C(ii) Independence in qV (xR | xH , xT , xW ).
Figure 7: Preservation of independence.
results as theorems about probability distributions, but they can also be viewed
abstractly as properties of irrelevance given fixing and conditioning, much in
the same way as the graphoid axioms (Dawid, 1979) can be viewed either as
results about probability, or as axioms characterizing “irrelevance.”
Proposition 13 (ordering). Given disjoint sets A,B,C, where C may be empty,
if A ⊆ T and B,C ⊆ T ∪W , then
XA ⊥ XB | XC [qV ] ⇔ XA ⊥ XB | XC [q
∗
V \H ].
This result follows directly from (12). In words, it states that, given an
ordering in which W precedes V , fixing variables in H preserves conditional
independence statements among variables that precede H in the ordering; see
Fig. 7(i). If we interpret fixing causally as an intervention operation, then the
result states that interventions in the future cannot causally affect the past;
that is, ‘retrocausality’ is forbidden!
Proposition 14 (modularity). Given disjoint sets A,B,C, where C may be
empty, if A ⊆ R and (B ∪ C) ⊇ H ∪ T , then
XA ⊥ XB | XC [qV ] ⇔ XA ⊥ XB | XC [q
∗
V \H ].
This result, which follows directly from (11), is illustrated in Fig. 7(ii). In
words, it says that if we express a probability distribution as a set of factors
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Tvia the chain rule of probability, and a conditional independence statement canbe stated exclusively in terms of variables in one of the factors, then fixing avariable such that another factor is dropped does not affect this conditionalindependence statement. In other words, “factors are modular.” If we interpretfixing causally, then this result can be seen as stating that ‘local’ causal systems
stay invariant after interventions.
2.8 Markov Properties for CADMGs
As described earlier, a CADMG G(V,W ) represents the structure of a kernel
qV (xV | xW ). We now introduce a number of Markov properties, whose equiv-
alence we will prove in section 2.10.
2.8.1 The CADMG global Markov property
The global Markov property for CADMGs may be derived from m-separation
via the following simple construction:
Definition 15. Given a CADMG G(V,W ), we define G|W to be a mixed graph
with vertex set V ∗ = V ∪W , and edge set
E∗ ≡ E ∪ {w ↔ w′ | w,w′ ∈W}.
In words, the graph G|W is formed from G by adding bidirected edges between
all pairs of vertices w,w′ ∈ W , and then eliminating the distinction between
vertices in V and W . See Figure 4(ii) for an example.
Definition 16. A kernel qV satisfies the global Markov property for a CADMG
G(V,W ) if for arbitrary disjoint sets A,B,C, (C may be empty)
if A is m-separated from B given C in G|W ⇒ XA ⊥ XB | XC [qV ]
We denote the set of such kernels by Pcm(G).
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T2.8.2 The CADMG local Markov propertyThe local Markov property for a DAG states that each vertex v is independentof vertices prior to v under a topological ordering conditional on the parents ofv. In the context of CADMG, G(V,W ), the Markov blanket plays the same role
as the set of parents.
If t ∈ V then the Markov blanket of t in G is defined as:
mbG(t) ≡ paG
(
disG(t)
)
∪
(
disG(t) \ {t}
)
. (14)
Given a vertex t ∈ V such that chG(t) = ∅, a kernel qV obeys the local
Markov property for G at t if
Xt ⊥ X(V ∪W )\(mbG(t)∪{t}) | XmbG(t) [qV ]. (15)
If ≺ is a topological total ordering on the vertices in G, then for a subset A
define max≺(A) to be the ≺-greatest vertex in A.
We define the set of kernels obeying the ordered local Markov property for
the CADMG G(V,W ) under the ordering ≺ as follows:
Pcl (G,≺) ≡ {qV (xV | xW ) | for every ancestral set A,with max≺(A) ∈ V,
qV (xV ∩A | xW ) obeys the local Markov property for (16)
G(V ∩ A,W ) at max≺(A)}.
In what follows we will make use of the following extension: for an ancestral
set A in a CADMG G and a vertex t ∈ V ∩ A such that chG(t) ∩ A = ∅, let
mbG(t, A) ≡ mbGA(t). (17)
Proposition 17. Given a CADMG G, an ancestral set A, and a random vertex
t ∈ A such that chG(t) ∩ A = ∅,
(i) mbG(t, A) ⊆ D ∪ paG(D), where t ∈ D ∈ D(G);
(ii) if A∗ is an ancestral set and t ∈ A∗ ⊆ A, then mbG(t, A
∗) ⊆ mbG(t, A).
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T2.8.3 The CADMG augmented Markov propertyThe following is the analog of moralization in DAGs for CADMGs. For aCADMG G(V,W ), the augmented graph derived from G, denoted (G)a, is anundirected graph with the same vertex set as G such that c d in (G)a if and
only if c and d are connected by a path containing only colliders in G|W . For any
three disjoint sets A,B,C in an undirected graph G, we say that A is separated
from B given C if every undirected path from a vertex a ∈ A to a vertex b ∈ B
contains at least one vertex in C. A kernel qV obeys the augmented Markov
property for a CADMG G(V,W ) if for arbitrary disjoint sets A,B,C (C may be
empty), whenever A is separated from B given C in (Gan(A∪B∪C))
a it follows
that XA ⊥ XB | XC in qV . We denote the set of such kernels by Pca(G).
2.9 Tian Factorization for CADMGs
The joint distribution under a DAG model may be factorized into univariate
densities. In DAG models, these factors take the form p(xa|xpaG(a)). This
factor is a conditional distribution for a singleton variable Xa, given the set of
variables corresponding to parents of a in the graph. The factorization property
may be generalized to CADMGs by requiring factorization of qV into kernels
over districts.
We define the set of kernels that Tian factorize with respect to a CADMG:
Pcf (G) ≡
{
qV (xV | xW ) | for every ancestral set A, there exist kernels f
A
D(·|·)
s.t. qV (xV ∩A | xW ) =
∏
D∈D(GA)
fAD(xD | xpaG(D)\D) } . (18)
In the next Lemma we show that the terms fAD(· | ·) arising in (18) are equal
to products of univariate conditional densities, i.e. instances of the g-formula of
Robins (1986), with conditioning sets determined by the Markov blankets, and
thus do not depend on A other than through D.
Lemma 18. For every topological ordering ≺ on the vertices in a CADMG G,
if qV (xV | xW ) ∈ Pcf (G) then for every ancestral set A, and every D ∈ D(GA),
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Twe have: fAD(xD | xpa(D)\D) = ∏d∈D qV (xd | xT (d,D)≺ ), (19)where T (d,D)≺ ≡ mbG(d, anG(D) ∩ preG,≺(d)), so that
qV (xd | xT (d,D)≺
) = qV (xd | xA∩preG,≺(d), xW ). (20)
Conversely if, under some topological ordering ≺, (20) holds for all ancestral
sets A and all d ∈ A then qV (xV | xW ) ∈ Pcf (G).
Note that by Proposition 17, mbG(d, anG(D) ∩ preG,≺(d)) ⊆ D ∪ paG(D).
Lemma 18 has the following important consequence:
Pcf (G) = {qV (xV | xW ) | for every ancestral set A,
qV (xV ∩A | xW ) =
∏
D∈D(GA)
qD(xD | xpa(D)\D) } (21)
where qD(xD | xpa(D)\D) is defined via the right-hand side of (19) under any
topological ordering. In a context where we refer to qV and qD where D ∈ D(G)
it is implicit that qD is derived from qV in this way. We will subsequently extend
this notation to include other sets.
Proof. (Cf. proof of Lemma 1 in (Tian and Pearl, 2002a)):
(⇒) The proof is by induction on the size of the set A in (18). If |A| = 1, the
claim is trivial. Suppose that the claim holds for sets A of size less than n.
Specifically, we assume that all factors fAD(·|·) occurring in (18) for sets A such
that |A| < n, obey (19) and (20).
Now suppose that A contains n variables and that A ⊆ {t} ∪ preG,≺(t) for
some vertex t ∈ A. Let Dt ≡ disGA(t) be the district containing t in GA, so that
by hypothesis:
qV (xA∩V | xW ) = f
A
Dt(xDt | xpa(Dt)\Dt)
∏
D∈D(GA)\{Dt}
fAD(xD | xpa(D)\D). (22)
Since A \ {t} ⊆ preG,≺(t), for all D ∈ D(GA) \ {D
t}, t /∈ paG(D) \ D. Thus
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Tsumming both sides of (22) over xt leads to:qV (x(A∩V )\{t} | xW ) = (∑xt fADt(xt, xDt\{t} | xpa(Dt)\Dt))× ∏
D∈D(GA)\{Dt}
fAD(xD | xpa(D)\D). (23)
Now since ≺ is a topological ordering, A \ {t} is an ancestral set in G; further
every district in D(GA)\{Dt} is also a district in GA\{t} hence, by the induction
hypothesis, all of the corresponding densities fAD(·|·) in (23) obey (19) and (20).
Rearranging (22) gives:
fDt(xDt | xpa(Dt)\Dt) =
qV (xA∩V | xW )∏
D∈D(GA)\{Dt}
fAD(xD | xpa(D)\D)
.
By the chain rule of probability,
qV (xA∩V | xW ) =
∏
a∈A∩V
qV (xa | xA∩preG,≺(a), xW ).
Since for every D ∈ D(G) \ {Dt}, fAD(·|·) obeys (19) and (20) so
fDt(xDt | xpa(Dt)\Dt) =
∏
d∈Dt
qV (xd | xA∩preG,≺(d), xW ). (24)
By the inductive hypothesis applied to A \ {t}, we have that (20) holds for all
d ∈ Dt \ {t} ⊆ A \ {t}. It is thus sufficient to prove that (20) also holds for t.
Rearranging (24) we obtain:
qV (xt | xA∩preG,≺(t), xW ) =
fDt(xDt | xpa(Dt)\Dt)∏
d∈Dt\{t} qV (xd | xT (d,A)≺
)
. (25)
By Proposition 17, for all d ∈ Dt \ {t} we have T (d,A) ⊆ (Dt \ {t}) ∪ paG(D
t),
so the RHS is a function of xDt∪pa(Dt). Hence:
Xt ⊥ X(V ∪W )\(Dt∪pa(Dt)) | X(Dt\{t})∪pa(Dt) [qV ]
from which (20) follows.
(⇒) Follows from construction of the kernels fAD(·|·) via (19).
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T2.10 Equivalence of Factorizations and Markov Propertiesfor CADMGsThe above definitions describe the same set of kernels due to the following result.Theorem 19. Pcf(G)=Pcl (G,≺)=Pcm(G)=Pca(G)
The proof is given in the supplementary materials, and the argument for the
last two equalities follows that given in (Richardson, 2003). Given this result
we use Pc(G) to denote the set of such kernels, and simply refer to a kernel
qV ∈ P
c(G) as being Markov with respect to a CADMG G.
2.11 The fixing operation and fixable vertices
We now introduce a ‘fixing’ operation on an ADMG or CADMG that has the
effect of transforming a random vertex into a fixed vertex, thereby changing the
graph. However, we define this operation only for a subset of the vertices in the
graph, which we term the set of (potentially) fixable vertices.
Definition 20. Given a CADMG G(V,W ) the set of fixable vertices is
F(G) ≡ {v | v ∈ V, disG(v) ∩ deG(v) = {v}} .
In words, a vertex v is fixable in G if there is no other vertex v∗ that is both
a descendant of v and in the same district as v in G.
Proposition 21. In a CADMG G(V,W ), for every district D ∈ D(G), D ∩
F(G) 6= ∅.
That is, in every district there is at least one vertex that is fixable.
Proof. Let ≺ be any topological ordering of G. In every district D, the ≺-
maximal vertices in D are fixable in G.
Proposition 22. If D ∈ D(G), v ∈ D but v /∈ F(G), then deG(v)∩D∩F(G) 6= ∅.
Thus, if a vertex in a district is not fixable then there is a descendant of the
vertex within the district that is fixable.
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TProof. As in the proof of Proposition 21 consider a maximal vertex in the setdeG(v) ∩D.Proposition 23. In a CADMG G(V,W ) if v ∈ V and chG(v) = ∅ then v ∈ F(G).Thus any vertex v ∈ V in a CADMG G that has no children is fixable.
Proof. This follows by definition of F(G).
We recall that mbG(t), defined in (14) is the set of vertices v ∈ V ∪W which
can be reached via paths of the form:
t← v, t↔ · · · ↔ v, t↔ · · · ↔← v.
If chG(t) = ∅ then we have (15) which is the CADMG local Markov property.
However, if t is fixable then
Xt ⊥ XndG(t)\mbG(t) |XmbG(t) [qV ] (26)
follows from m-separation in G|W . This holds even if chG(t) 6= ∅.
Definition 24. Given a CADMG G(V,W,E), and a kernel qV (xV | xW ), for
every r ∈ F(G) we associate a fixing transformation φr on the pair (G, qV (xV |
xW )) defined as follows:
φr(G) ≡ G
∗(V \ {r},W ∪ {r}, Er),
where Er is the subset of edges in E that do not have arrowheads into r, and
φr(qV (xV | xW );G) ≡
qV (xV | xW )
qV (xr | xmbG(r))
. (27)
Note that V(φr(G)) = V(G)\ {r} andW(φr(G)) =W(G)∪{r}, so that φr(G)
is a new CADMG in which the status of r changes from random to fixed, while
φr(qV ;G) forms a new kernel, as we show below in Proposition 26. Although
the CADMG φr(G) is determined solely by the graph G given as input, the
transformation on the kernel φr(qV (xV | xW );G), is a function of both the
graph and the kernel itself.
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TProposition 25. If qV is Markov with respect to G, and r ∈ F(G) thenφr(qV (xV | xW );G) = qV (xV | xW )/qV (xr | xndG(r)). (28)Proof. This follows from Theorem 19 and (26) with r = t and V = anG(disG(r)).
Proposition 26. If G(V,W ) is a CADMG and r ∈ F(G), then for all xr ∈ Xr
and xW ∈ XW , we have:
∑
xV \{r}
φr(qV (xV | xW );G) = 1,
so that φr(qV (xV |xW );G) forms a new kernel that maps values of x{r}∪W to
normalized probability distributions over XV \{r}.
Lemma 27. If r ∈ F(G) then F(G) \ {r} ⊆ F(φr(G)).
This Lemma implies that any vertex s that was fixable before r was fixed is
still fixable after r has been fixed (with the obvious exception of r itself). This
Lemma is important because it shows that when fixing vertices, although our
choices may be limited at various stages, we never have to backtrack. In other
words, it is never the case that when faced with a choice between fixing r and
r′, by choosing r we preclude subsequently fixing r′.
Proof. This follows from the definition of F(G) and φr(G). Since the set of edges
in φr(G) is a subset of the set of edges in G, any vertex t ∈ V \ {r} that is in
F(G) is also in F(φr(G)).
Proposition 28. If G is a subgraph of G∗ with the same random and fixed vertex
sets then F(G∗) ⊆ F(G).
Proof. If r has no descendant within the district containing it in G∗ then this
also holds in G.
Proposition 29. Let G be a CADMG, with r ∈ F(G). If r ∈ Dr ∈ D(G) then
D(φr(G)) = (D(G) \ {D
r}) ∪˙ D(GDr\{r}).
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TThus, if D ∈ D(φv(G)) then D ⊆ D∗ for some D∗ ∈ D(G); further if D 6= D∗,then r ∈ D∗.In words, the set of districts in φr(G), the graph obtained by fixing r, consistof the districts in G that do not contain r, together with new districts that are
subsets of Dr, the district in G that contains r. The new districts are bidirected-
connected subsets of Dr after removing r.
Proposition 30. For t ∈ F(G), and v ∈ V \ {t}, paφt(G)(v) = paG(v).
Proof. This follows since when forming φt(G) we only remove edges that are
into t.
Proposition 31. For t ∈ F(G), and v ∈ V , deφt(G)(v) ⊆ deG(v).
Proof. This follows since no new directed edges are introduced in φt(G).
2.12 Fixing and factorization
Proposition 32. Take a CADMG G(V,W,E) with kernel qV ∈ Pc(G) with
associated district factorization:
qV (xV | xW ) =
∏
D∈D(G)
qD(xD | xpaG(D)\D), (29)
where the kernels qD(xD | xpaG(D)\D) are defined via the right-hand side of (19).
If r ∈ F(G) and Dr ∈ D(G) is the district containing r then
φr(qV (xV | xW );G) = qDr(xDr\{r} | xpaG(Dr)\Dr )
∏
D∈D(G)\{Dr}
qD(xD | xpaG(D)\D).
(30)
In words, the result of a fixing operation is solely to marginalize the variable
Xr from the density qDr associated with the district D
r in which the vertex r
occurs, while leaving unchanged all of the other terms qD in the factorization.
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TProof. φr(qV (xV | xW );G)=  ∏D∈D(GV∪W )qD(xD | xpaG(D)\D)/ qV (xr | xmbG(r))
=
qDr (xDr | xpaG(Dr)\Dr )
qV (xr | xmbG(r))
∏
D∈D(G)\{Dr}
qD(xD | xpaG(D)\D).
Now consider an ordering ≺ on the vertices in G under which r is the last vertex
in D, so that Dr \ {r} ⊆ preG,≺(r); since r ∈ F(G), such an ordering exists. By
(19) we have that:
qDr(xDr | xpa(Dr)\Dr) =
∏
d∈Dr
qDr (xd | xT (d,A)≺
), (31)
where T
(d,A)
≺ ≡ mb
(
d, A ∩ preG,≺(d)
)
⊆ Dr ∪ pa(Dr) by Proposition 17. Fi-
nally, qV (xr |xmbG(r)) = qV (xr |xndG(r)) = qDr(xr |xT (r,A)≺
), by the local Markov
property and (19). Hence these terms cancel as required.
Corollary 33. If G(V,W ) is a CADMG, r ∈ F(G) and chG(r) = ∅ then
φr(qV (xV | xW );G) = qV (xV \{r} | xW ).
Thus if chG(r) = ∅, then φr simply marginalizes over Xr: the conditioning
on Xr in φr(qV (xV | xW )) is vacuous in the sense that the resulting kernel does
not depend on the value of Xr. Though it may appear unnatural to think of
marginalization in this way, it greatly simplifies our development to only need
to consider one operation that fixes vertices in a graph.
2.13 Reachable subgraphs of an ADMG
.
We use ◦ to indicate composition of operations in the natural way, so that
if s ∈ F(G) and r ∈ F(φs(G)) then
φr ◦ φs(G) ≡ φr(φs(G))
φr ◦ φs(qV ;G) ≡ φr (φs (qV ;G) ;φs(G)) .
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TSimilarly for a sequence w = 〈w1, . . . , wk〉, such that w1 ∈ F(G) and for j =2, . . . , k, wj ∈ F(φwj−1 ◦ · · · ◦φw1(G)), we define φw(G) ≡ φwk ◦ · · · ◦φw1(G), andsimilarly φw(qV ;G) ≡ φwk ◦ · · · ◦ φw1(qV ;G). We refer to such an ordering w asa valid fixing sequence for W .
Definition 34. A CADMG G(V,W ) is reachable from ADMG G∗(V ∪W ) if
there exists an ordering w of the vertices in W such that G = φw(G
∗).
In words, a subgraph is reachable if, under some ordering, each of the vertices
in W may be fixed, first in G∗, and then in φw1(G
∗), then in φw2(φw1(G
∗)), and
so on. If a CADMG G(V,W ) is reachable from G∗(V ∪W ), we say that the set
V is reachable in G∗.
A key result of our paper, which we will show later, is that reachable CAD-
MGs and their associated kernels are invariant with respect to any valid fixing
sequence. It is not hard to see that if there are two valid fixing sequences w
and u for W then φw(G) = φu(G). However, it requires more work to show that
φw(qV ;G) = φu(qV ;G); see Theorem 38 below.
Proposition 35. If G∗ is a CADMG that is reachable from G, and v ∈ V(G∗)
then paG(v) = paG∗(v).
Thus any vertex that is not fixed in a CADMG G∗ that is reachable from G
has the same parents that it had in G.
3 Nested Markov Models
In this section we define a set of recursive Markov properties and a factorization,
and show their equivalence. The models which obey these properties will be
called ‘nested’ Markov models. Let G(G) ≡ {(G∗,w∗) | G∗ = φw∗(G)} . In words,
G(G) is the set of valid fixing sequences and the CADMGs that they reach. Note
that the same graph may be reached by more than one sequence.
For all the following definitions, we will fix an ADMG G(V ), a density p(xV ),
and a topological ordering ≺ for V .
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Figure 8: A graph where 〈x4, x3, x1〉 and 〈x3, x4, x1〉 are valid fixing sequences.
Definition 36. We say that a distribution p(xV ) obeys the global nested Markov
property for G(V ) if for all (G∗,w∗) ∈ G(G), φw∗(p(xV );G) obeys the global
Markov property for φw∗(G) ≡ G∗.
We denote the set of such distributions by Pnm(G).
3.1 Invariance to the order of fixing in an ADMG
In this section we show that, given a distribution that obeys the nested Markov
property with respect to an ADMG, any two valid fixing sequences that fix the
same vertices will lead to the same reachable graph and kernel. For marginal
distributions obtained from a hidden variable DAG this claim follows by results
in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b). However, for distributions which obey the nested
Markov property for an ADMG, but which are not derived from any hidden
variable DAG, the claim is far less obvious. For instance in the ADMG in Fig.
8, the fixing sequence 〈x4, x3, x1〉, which leads to the kernel
q12,5(x2, x5 | x4, x3, x1) ≡
∑
x3
p(x5 | x4, x3, x2, x1)p(x3, x2, x1)∑
x3,x2,x5
p(x5 | x4, x3, x2, x1)p(x3, x2, x1)
and the fixing sequence 〈x3, x4, x1〉 which leads to the kernel
q22,5(x2, x5 | x4, x3, x1) ≡
p(x5 | x4, x3, x2, x1)p(x2, x1)∑
x5,x2
p(x5 | x4, x3, x2, x1)p(x2, x1)
are both valid, and these two kernels are therefore the same, in the context of our
model. That this is so is not entirely obvious from inspecting these expressions.
In addition, q12,5 and q
2
2,5 are not functions of x3 in our model; this is clear for
q12,5 since x3 is summed out, but not so obvious for q
2
2,5.
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TLemma 37. Given a CADMG G(V,W ) and a kernel qV such that qV is Markovw.r.t. G, r, s ∈ F(G) and (a) φr(qV ;G) is Markov w.r.t. φr(G); (b) φs(qV ;G) isMarkov w.r.t. φs(G) then φr ◦ φs(G) = φs ◦ φr(G);
φr ◦ φs(qV ;G) = φs ◦ φr(qV ;G).
In words, if we have a choice to fix two vertices in G then the order in which
we do this does not affect the resulting graph, or kernel, provided that the
original kernel is Markov w.r.t. G and the kernels resulting from fixing r and s
are, respectively, Markov w.r.t. φr(G) and φs(G).
Proof. That the resulting graphs are the same is immediate since φr removes
edges into r, while φs removes edges into s.
To show that the resulting kernels are the same, we will show that if r, s ∈
F(G) then the product of the two divisors arising in (27) in φr(qV (xV | xW );G)
and φs((φr(qV (xV | xW );G));φr(G)), are the same as the product of the divisors
in φs(qV (xV | xW );G) and φr((φs(qV (xV | xW );G));φs(G))
Let Dr ∈ D(G), be the district containing r in G. The divisor when fixing r
is given by:
qV (xr | xndG(r)) = qDr(xr | xmbG(r)), (32)
where qDr is given by (20).
Further, by (30), the resulting kernel is given by:
φr(qV (xV | xW );G) = qDr (xDr\{r} | xpaG(Dr)\Dr )
∏
D∈D(G)\{Dr}
qD(xD | xpaG(D)\D).
(33)
Here and in the remainder of the proof we use qD, with D ∈ D(G), to refer to
terms in the decomposition (29) associated with G.
Set G˜ = φr(G). If r, s ∈ F(G) then either (i) disG(r) = disG(s), but r /∈ deG(s)
and s /∈ deG(r), or (ii) disG(r) 6= disG(s). We now consider each case in turn:
(i) In this case, s ∈ Dr since r and s are in the same district in G. By
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Tdefinition, the divisor when fixing s, having already fixed r, is given by:(φr(qV ))(xs | xndG˜(s)).Now, {s} ∪mbG˜(s) is a subset of {s} ∪mbG(s) = Dr ∪ paG(Dr), becausefixing removes edges. Hence by Proposition 17(i)
{s} ∪mb
G˜
(s) ⊆ (Dr \ {r}) ∪ paG(D
r) = mbG(s).
It follows from the Markov property for G˜ = φr(G), that
s ⊥ ((Dr \ {r, s}) ∪ paG(D
r)) \mb
G˜
(s) | mb
G˜
(s) [φr(qV )].
It then follows from (33) that:
(φr(qV ))(xs | xmb
G˜
(s)) = qDr (xs | xmbG(r)\{s}). (34)
Thus the product of the two divisors (32) and (34) is: qDr(x{r,s} | xmbG(r)\{s}).
Note that since, by hypothesis, r and s are in the same district in G, this
last expression is symmetric in r and s.
(ii) Let Ds be the district in D(G) that contains s. Since, by assumption,
Ds 6= Dr, by Proposition 29 it follows that s ∈ Ds ∈ D(G˜). It then follows
from (33) that
(φr(qV ))(xs | xmb
G˜
(s)) = qDs(xs | xmbG(s)). (35)
Thus the product of divisors is given by
qDr(xr | xmbG(r)) · qDs(xs | xmbG(s)).
Hence in both cases, the product of the divisors is symmetric in r and s, and
a symmetric argument shows that the same divisor is obtained when fixing s
first, and r second.
Theorem 38. Let p(xV ) be a distribution that is nested Markov with respect
to an ADMG G. Let u,w be different valid fixing sequences for the same set
W ⊂ V . Then φu(G) = φw(G) and
φu(p(xV );G) = φw(p(xV );G). (36)
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TDue to this theorem our fixing operations φw∗ , which were defined for aspecific fixing sequence w∗, can be defined purely in terms of the set W ofnodes that were fixed; the order does not matter (provided that at least one
valid fixing sequence exists).
Since we have shown all valid fixing sequences lead to the same graph and
kernel, we will subscript the fixing operator φ by a set rather than a sequence.
That is, we write φV \R(G) and φV \R(p(xV );G) to mean ‘fix all elements of V \R
in G and p(xV )’.
We will subsequently see that if we assume the existence of a latent variable
DAG model (with observed variables V ∪ W ) that has latent projection G,
then if W is fixable, the kernel φW (p(xV , xW ),G) can be interpreted as the
intervention distribution p(xV | do(xW )); see discussion following Lemma 58
below. In this context, a valid fixing sequence corresponds to a sequence of steps
in the ID algorithm that identify this intervention distribution; see section 4.3.
Consequently, were we to assume the existence of a DAG with latent variables,
then the soundness of the ID algorithm would directly imply the equality (36).
However, since we are not assuming such a DAG exists, φW (p(V ∪W )) may not
correspond to an intervention distribution and hence a separate proof is required;
see Example 57 for an inequality constraint that is implied by the existence of a
latent variable, but does not follow from the nested Markov property associated
with the latent projection.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the cardinality of W . The base case is
trivial. Suppose that the result holds for sets |W ∗| < |W |. Let ui, wi denote
the ith vertices in sequences u,w respectively. Further, let k be smallest i such
that ui 6= wi, and let v ≡ uk, so that u and w agree in the first k − 1 fixing
operations. By definition of k,
φ〈u1,...,uk−1〉(G) = φ〈w1,...,wk−1〉(G).
Since u,w both contain the same vertices, there exists l > k such that wl = v.
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TSince, by hypothesis, u,w are both valid fixing sequences, it follows that v ∈F(φ〈w1,...,wk−1〉(G)). It further follows by Lemma 27 thatv ∈ F(φ〈w1,...,wi−1〉(G)), for k − 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
Then by Lemma 37, we have that:
φ〈w1,...,wl−1,v=wl〉(G) = φ〈w1,...,wl−2,v,wl−1〉(G)
φ〈w1,...,wl−1,v=wl〉(p(xV );G) = φ〈w1,...,wl−2,v,wl−1〉(p(xV );G).
By further applications of Lemma 37, we may show that both the graphs and
kernels resulting from the fixing sequences
〈w1, . . . , wl−1, v=wl〉 and 〈w1, . . . , wk−1, v, wk, . . . , wl−1〉.
are the same. It further follows that the whole sequence w leads to the same
graph and kernel as 〈w1, . . . , wk−1, v, wk . . . , wl−1, wl+1, . . . , w|W |〉. This latter
sequence now agrees with u in the first k fixing operations. By repeating the
argument we may thus show that u andw lead to the same graph and kernel.
3.2 Simplified Definitions
In light of Theorem 38 we may now restate the global nested Markov property
more simply:
Definition 39. We say that a distribution p(xV ) obeys the global nested Markov
property for G(V ) if for all R reachable in G(V ), φV \R(p(xV );G) obeys the global
Markov property for φV \R(G).
Definition 40. A set C is intrinsic in G if it is a district in a reachable subgraph
of G. The set of intrinsic sets in an ADMG G is denoted by I(G).
Definition 41. For a set R reachable in G, for a vertex v ∈ R, with chφV \R(G)(v) =
∅, we define the Markov blanket of v in R to be:
mbG(v,R) ≡ mbφV \R(G)(v). (37)
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TSince every ancestral set A is reachable in G this is a natural extension of ourprevious definition (17). We now give two alternative definitions of the nestedMarkov model.3.3 Nested Factorization
Corollary 42. p(xV ) obeys the global nested Markov property with respect to G
if and only if for every reachable R in G,
φV \R(p(xV );G) =
∏
D∈D(φV \R(G))
φV \D(p(xV );G).
Proof. If p(xV ) obeys the global nested Markov property, then by the equiva-
lence of the CADMG factorization and CADMG global Markov properties, for
every R reachable in G,
qR(xR | xV \R) ≡ φV \R(p(xV );G) =
∏
D∈D(φV \R(G))
qD(xD | xpa(D)\D).
But each factor qD is equal to φR\D(qR;φV \R(G)) by an inductive application
of Proposition 32. By invariance of fixing and definition of qR, we then have
φV \R(p(xV );G) =
∏
D∈D(φV \R(G))
φV \D(p(xV );G).
The converse follows immediately by equivalence of the CADMG global property
and CADMG factorization.
Note that this proof implies that in a nested Markov model in G, every
kernel corresponding to a reachable set is constructed by combining a subset of
the kernels corresponding to I(G). We call this the nested factorization.
3.4 The Ordered Local Nested Property
Definition 43. We say that p(xV ) obeys the ordered local nested Markov prop-
erty for G(V ), and a topological ordering ≺ if for all C ∈ I(G), φV \C(p(xV );G)
obeys the local Markov property for φV \C(G) at max≺(C), the largest element
of C according to ≺.
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TTheorem 44. p(xV ) obeys the global nested Markov property with respect to Gif and only if p(xV ) obeys the ordered local nested Markov property for G.Proof. By earlier results on CADMGs, p(xV ) obeys the global nested Markovproperty if and only if for every reachable set R, φV \R(p(xV );G) obeys the local
Markov property for φV \R(G) at max≺(C), the largest element of R according
to ≺. Since every element of I(G) is reachable, p(xV ) obeys the ordered local
nested Markov property for G(V ).
To see the converse, fix R reachable in G, with vertex v maximal in R accord-
ing to ≺. Let Dv be the element in D(φV \R(G)) containing v. Then D
v ∈ I(G),
and therefore, v ⊥ V \mbG(v,D
v) | mbG(v,D
v) in φV \Dv (p(xV );G) is part of
the ordered local Markov property for G.
Then v ⊥ V \mbG(v,Dv) | mbG(v,Dv) holds in φV \R(p(xV );G) by Propo-
sition 14. Since mbG(v,D
v) = mbG(v,R), v ⊥ V \mbG(v,R) | mbG(v,R) holds
in φV \R(p(xV );G).
3.5 Nested Markov models for complete graphs are satu-
rated
It is known that any distribution is Markov relative to a complete DAG or
ADMG. We now derive an equivalent result for the nested Markov case:
Theorem 45. Let G be an ADMG. Pn(G) is saturated if and only if for every
fixable v ∈ F(G∗) in any reachable subgraph G∗ of G, we have
V(G∗) ∩mbG∗(v) = V(G
∗) ∩ ndG∗(v). (38)
Proof. Suppose that the condition holds for any sequence of fixings. We will
show that any distribution satisfies the ordered local nested Markov property for
G. Pick a topological ordering ≺, and an intrinsic set C with maximal element
t. Suppose we fix V \ C to obtain qC(xC |xpa(C)\C) and G
∗. The set ndG(t) is
ancestral and contains C, so by Theorem 38 we can organize our fixing sequence
to first marginalize all strict descendants of t; hence any independence involving
deG(t) \ {t} in the kernel qC is trivial.
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TNow, consider any other variable v which is fixed in G∗. We claim that eitherv remains in the Markov blanket for t, or that it is completely marginalized fromthe graph, and hence any later independences involving it are trivial. Let G˜ bethe CADMG from which v is fixed, so that, in G˜, v is fixable and t has no strictdescendants. Suppose that t ∈ mb
G˜
(v); since t has no strict descendants, this
means t ∈ dis
G˜
(v) and therefore
V(G˜) ∩ (mb
G˜
(v) ∪ {v}) = V(G˜) ∩ (mb
G˜
(t) ∪ {t}) = V(G˜) ∩ (nd
G˜
(t) ∪ {t});
but, by assumption t has no strict descendants so v’s Markov blanket includes
all the random vertices in G˜, and hence all their fixed parents. Therefore, fixing
v is marginalizing and any subsequent independence statements involving it are
trivial.
Otherwise v is a parent of dis
G˜
(t); in fact, we claim that for any reachable
graph G∗ containing t ∈ V(G∗) we have v ∈ mbG∗(t). To see this, take the graph
defined from G˜ by fixing everything possible in t’s district except for t itself (of
course, we already know that v 6∈ dis
G˜
(t)). By the assumed condition, v is in
the Markov blanket for t, which means there is a path v → c↔ · · · ↔ t (where
possibly c = t). What is more, any intrinsic set in any reachable graph that
contains t must also contain all the vertices on this path (since we have fixed
everything possible). Therefore this path is present in any reachable graph for
which t is random, and so v is always in the Markov blanket of t.
The ordered local Markov property requires thatXt ⊥ XV \(mbG∗ (t)∪{t}) |XmbG∗ (t) [qC ].
We have established that all vertices are either in mbG∗(t), or are completely
marginalized, and hence this statement is always true for any kernel qC derived
from any distribution via this sequence of fixings. Hence the ordered local nested
Markov property for G is satisfied by any distribution.
For the converse, suppose that for some fixing sequence w1, . . . , wk = t the
condition is not satisfied. Let v be a point on the sequence where it fails, so that
in G∗ ≡ φw1,...,wk−1(G) there is some random v ∈ ndG∗(t) \mbG∗(t). Let p be a
distribution such that all variables are independent except for Xv and Xt. All
the fixings to get to q ≡ φw1,...,wk−1(p) are trivial because of the independences
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Tand thus p(xt |xv) = q(xt |xv). But now to satisfy the local Markov property forG it must be that Xt ⊥ Xv |XmbG∗ (t), and by construction q(xt |xmbG∗ (t), xv) =q(xt |xv) generally depends upon xv. Hence p is not generally in Pn(G) and themodel is not saturated.
Corollary 46. Let G be a complete ADMG; then Pn(G) is saturated.
Proof. We need to show that for any random vertex v in φW (G) the condition
(38) holds.
Let G∗ = φW (G). Any random vertices w ∈ G∗ share an edge with v. If w ∈
ndG∗(v) then that means either w ↔ v or w → v. In either case, w ∈ mbG∗(v).
By definition, if w ∈ deG∗(v) then w 6∈ mbG∗(v); hence V(G∗) ∩ mbG∗(v) =
V(G∗) ∩ ndG∗(v).
4 Connections with Causal Inference
As discussed in the introduction, there is a close relationship between the fixing
operation and interventions in causal inference. Graphical causal models are
defined on DAGs, possibly with hidden variables. In this section we make the
connection between nested Markov models, the fixing operation and interven-
tions in graphical causal models more explicit.
4.1 Latent Variable DAGModels are in the Nested Markov
Model
We first show that if p(xH∪O) is Markov relative to a DAG G(H ∪ O), then
p(xO) is in the nested Markov model of G(O).
Definition 47 (latent projection for CADMGs). Let G(O ∪H,W ) be a CADMG
where W is a set of fixed vertices, the random vertices in O are observed, while
those in H are latent. The latent projection G(O,W ) is a directed mixed graph
with vertex set O, where for every pair of distinct vertices w ∈ O, v ∈ O ∪W :
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T(i) G(O,W ) contains an edge v → w if there is a directed path v → · · · → won which every non-endpoint vertex is in H.(ii) G(O,W ) contains an edge v ↔ w if there exists a path between v and wsuch that the non-endpoints are all non-colliders in H, and such that the
edge adjacent to v and the edge adjacent to w both have arrowheads at
those vertices. For example, v ↔ · · · → w.
We denote the operation of creating a latent projection of a CADMG G(H ∪
O,W ) onto the subset O as σH . That is σH(G(H ∪O,W )) = G(O,W ).
Lemma 48. G(O,W )|W = σH(G(H ∪O,W )|W ).
Corollary 49. Let G(H ∪ O,W ) be a CADMG. The m-separations in G(H ∪
O,W )|W amongst vertices in O ∪W are the same as those in G(O,W )|W .
Proof. Both graphs are ADMGs, and the former is a latent projection of the
latter by Lemma 48. The result follows by standard results on m-connection.
We will call a CADMG which does not contain bidirected arrows a condi-
tional acyclic directed graph (CADG). It is a corollary of the definition of Pcf
that if G(V,W ) is a CADG, then qV (xV | xW ) ∈ Pcf (G) if
qV (xV | xW ) =
∏
a∈V
qV (xa | xpaG(a))
Lemma 50. Let G be a DAG with a vertex set V . Then every non-empty subset
S of V is reachable, and if p(xV ) ∈ P
d(G),
φV \S(p(xV );G) = qS(xS | xpaG(S)\S) =
∏
a∈S
p(xa | xpaG(a)).
In other words, φV \S(p(xV );G) ∈ P
c(φV \S(G)).
(Pd(G) is defined following Definition 1.) An easy case of the main result of this
section, which occurs when H is empty, is now an immediate corollary.
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TCorollary 51. Let G be a DAG with a vertex set V . Thenp(xV ) ∈ Pd(G)⇔ p(xV ) ∈ Pn(G).
Proof: (⇒) follows by Lemma 50. (⇐) follows by Corollary 42 (with R = V )
since D(G) = {{v}; v ∈ V } and φV \{v}(p(xV );G) = p(xv |xpaG(v)). ✷
Lemma 52. Let G(H∪O,W ) be a CADG. Assume v ∈ O is fixable in G(O,W ) =
σH(G(H ∪O,W )). Then σH(φv(G(H ∪O,W ))) = φv(σH(G(H ∪O,W ))).1 That
is, the following commutative diagram holds:
G(H ∪O,W )
G†((H ∪O) \ {v},W ∪ {v})
G(O,W )
G†(O \ {v},W ∪ {v})
φv
σH
σH
φv
Proof. Both σH(φv(G(H ∪ O,W ))) and φv(σH(G(H ∪ O,W ))) have the same
set of random vertices O \ {v} and fixed vertices W ∪ {v}.
Consider the set of edges E in σH(G(H∪O,W )) = G(O,W ). The set of edges
E′ in φv(σH(G(H ∪O,W ))) is a subset of E containing all edges not having an
arrowhead at v. Now let π be the set of paths in G(H ∪ O,W ), where both
endpoints are in O ∪W and all non-endpoints are non-colliders in H . These
paths d-connect marginally (given ∅). Similarly, let π′ be the set of paths in
φv(G(H ∪ O,W )) = G†((H ∪ O) \ {v},W ∪ {v}), where both endpoints are in
O∪W and all non-endpoints are non-colliders in H . π′ is the subset of π formed
by removing paths containing an edge with an arrowhead at v (note that since
v /∈ H , v can only occur as an endpoint).
By definition of latent projections, there is a bijection that associates each
edge e in E, with a subset of paths in π with the same endpoints as e, and the
1 Note that v is fixable in G(H ∪O,W ) since this graph has no bidirected edges, and thus
all random vertices are fixable.
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Tsame starting and ending orientations as e. These subsets partition π. Applyingφv to G(H ∪ O,W ) means that only those paths in π′ are left in the resultinggraph. Paths in π′ are only in subsets associated with edges in E′ (by thebijection). Applying σH to the graph then results in the edge set E′. Thisestablishes our conclusion.
In fact, the proof of this lemma did not rely on the vertex v being fixable,
only on the specific way edges are removed by φ. We give a more general version
of this lemma, useful for deriving properties of causal models, which we discuss
later in section 4.2. To do this, we extend the graphical fixing operation φ to
apply not only to elements in F(G), but to all vertices in V . We denote this
extension of φ by φ∗. In other words, φ∗v is defined just as φv, but does not
require that v ∈ F(G). As with φ, for any r, s ∈ V , φ∗r ◦ φ
∗
s(G) = φ
∗
s ◦ φ
∗
r(G),
and so for any Z ⊆ V , we define φ∗Z(G) as a composition of applications of φ
∗
to elements of Z in G under any order.
Corollary 53. Let G(H∪O,W ) be a CADG. Then for any v ∈ O, σH(φ∗v(G(H∪
O,W ))) = φ∗v(σH(G(H ∪O,W ))).
Corollary 53 is essentially equivalent to Proposition 8 of Evans (2016).
Lemma 54. Assume qH∪O(xH∪O | xW ) is in Pc(G(H ∪ O,W )) for a CADG
G(H ∪O,W ). Then
qH∪O(xO | xW ) =
∏
D∈D(G(O,W ))

∑
xHD
∏
a∈D∪HD
qH∪O(xa | xpaG(H∪O,W )(a))


=
∏
D∈D(G(O,W ))
(∏
a∈D
qH∪O(xa | xpre≺,G(O,W )(a))
)
where HD = anG(H∪O,W )D∪H (D) ∩ H, and ≺ is any topological ordering for
G(O,W ).
Proof. This is a simple extension of the proof forW = ∅ found in (Tian and Pearl,
2002b).
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TLemma 55. Let G(H ∪ O,W ) be a CADG, and assume qH∪O(xH∪O | xW ) ∈Pcf (G(H ∪ O,W )). Assume v ∈ O is fixable in G(O,W ) = σH(G(H ∪ O,W )).Then∑
xH
φv(qH∪O(xH∪O | xW );G(H∪O,W )) = φv(qH∪O(xO | xW );σH(G(H∪O,W )))
That is, the following commutative diagram holds:
qH∪O(xH∪O | xW )
q†(H∪O)\{v}(x(H∪O)\{v} | xW∪{v})
qH∪O(xO | xW )
q†
O\{v}(x(H∪O)\{v} | xW∪{v})
φv(.;G(H ∪O,W ))
∑
xH
∑
xH
φv(.;G(O,W ))
Robins (1986) proves a similar result that he calls the ‘collapse of the g-formula’.
Proof:
φv → ΣxH direction:
Since qH∪O(xH∪O | xW ) ∈ Pcf (G(H ∪O,W )), we have
qH∪O(xH∪O | xW ) =
∏
a∈H∪O
qH∪O(xa | xpaG(a)).
This implies by Lemma 50 that
φv(qH∪O(xH∪O | xW );G(H ∪O,W )) =
∏
a∈(H∪O)\{v}
qH∪O(xa | xpaG(a)),
which implies φv(qH∪O(xH∪O | xW );G(H ∪O,W )) ∈ Pcf (φv(G(H ∪O,W ))).
Then by Lemma 54,
∑
xH
φv(qH∪O(xH∪O | xW );G(H∪O,W )) =
∏
D∈D(φv(G(O,W )))
(∏
a∈D
qH∪O(xa | xpre≺,G(a))
)
.
ΣxH → φv direction:
Similarly, by Lemma 54,
∑
xH
qH∪O(xH∪O | xW ) = qH∪O(xO | xW ) =
∏
D∈D(G(O,W ))
(∏
a∈D
qH∪O(xa | xpre≺,G(a))
)
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TNow let Dv be the element of D(G(O,W )) such that v ∈ Dv. Then byProposition 32,φv(qH∪O(xO | xW );G(O,W )) = ∏a∈Dv\{v} qH∪O(xa | xpre≺,G(a)) ·∏
D∈D(G(O,W ))\{Dv}
(∏
a∈D
qH∪O(xa | xpre≺,G(a))
)
✷
We now have enough to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 56.
p(xO∪H) ∈ P
d(G(O ∪H))⇒ p(xO) ∈ P
n(G(O)).
Proof. Assume p(xO∪H) ∈ Pd(G(O ∪ H)), and for a set R reachable in G(O)
with A ⊆ R and B,C ⊆ O (C possibly empty), suppose that A is m-separated
from B given C in φO\R(G(O,W ))
|O\R.
By an inductive application of Lemma 52, φO\R(G(O,W )) is a latent projec-
tion of φ(H∪O)\R(G(H ∪ O,W )). Therefore, by Corollary 49, A is m-separated
from B given C in φ(H∪O)\R(G(H ∪ O,W ))
|(H∪O)\R. Our assumption, and
Corollary 51 then imply
(A ⊥ B | C)[φ(H∪O)\R(p(xH∪O);G(H∪O))]
holds. By an inductive application of Lemma 55,
∑
xH
φ(H∪O)\R(p(xH∪O);G(H ∪O)) = φO\R(p(xO);G(O))
and thus
(A ⊥ B | C)[φO\R(p(xO);G(O))]
also holds. Our conclusion follows.
Note that the converse of the above theorem is not true in general. There
exist distributions p(xO) ∈ Pn(G(O)) for which there exists no joint distribution
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Tp(xO∪H) ∈ Pd(G(O ∪H)). This is because marginals of hidden variable DAGsmay induce additional inequality constraints which are not satisfied by all el-ements of the associated nested Markov model. The best known of these arethe instrumental inequalities of Pearl (1995), which were generalized by Evans(2012). However, Evans (2015) shows that the nested Markov model accounts
for all equality constraints that arise without making assumptions about the
state-space of the latent variables.
Example 57. Consider variables X0, . . . , X4 under a distribution which is
Markov with respect to the graph in Figure 1(i). Then the marginal distribution
over X1, . . . , X4 satisfies the nested Markov property with respect to the graph
in Figure 3(i). However, if the observed variables are binary (and regardless
of the state-space of X0) their marginal distribution also satisfies the following
inequality constraints not implied by the nested Markov property:
0 ≤
{
q24(02 |x1) + q24(04 |x3) + q24(02, 04 | 1− x1, 1− x3)
− q24(02, 04 |x1, x3)− q24(02, 04 |x1, 1− x3)− q24(02, 04 | 1− x1, x3)
}
≤ 1
for each x1, x3 ∈ {0, 1}; here, for example, 02 is used as a shorthand for the
event {X2 = 0}. These are related to the CHSH inequalities of Clauser et al.
(1969), and are sometimes referred to as Bell inequalities after Bell (1964).
4.2 Causal Model of a DAG
The statistical model of a DAG G with vertices V , described earlier, is a set of
distributions p(xV ) defined by the factorization (5) formulated on G.
We define a causal model of a DAG G by a set of similar factorizations that
yield joint distributions under an intervention operation, which corresponds to
setting values of variables from outside the system. Interventions can be used to
formalize causal effects in both observational studies and randomized controlled
trials.
Specifically, for a DAG G with vertices V , and any A ⊆ V , the causal model
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Tfor G defines p(xV \A | doG(xA)) = ∏v∈V \A p(xv | xpaG(v)). (39)This is known as the g-formula, truncated factorization, or manipulated distri-
bution. Note that since for any DAG G, Pd(G) = Pn(G), we have
p(xV \A | doG(xA)) =
∏
v∈V \A
p(xv | xpaG(v)) = φV \A(p(xV );G). (40)
We will drop the G subscript from do(.) when the graph is obvious.
4.3 Re-Formulation of the ID Algorithm via Fixing
Identification of causal effects is a more difficult problem in causal models where
some variables are unobserved. In particular, not every distribution p(xy |
do(xA)) is identified in every G(H ∪ V ). The goal is thus to find an identifying
functional for p(xY | do(xA)) in terms of the observed marginal distribution
p(xV ) obtained from p(xH∪V ) which lies in a causal model of G(H ∪ V ), or to
show that no such functional exists.
The problem may be formalized by considering a latent projection ADMG
G(V ) in place of the original causal DAG with hidden variables, G(H ∪ V ).
A well-known “folklore” result in causal inference states that any two hidden
variable DAGs G1(H1 ∪ V ) and G2(H2 ∪ V ) with the same latent projection
G(V ) will share all identifying functionals, and so there is no loss of generality
in reasoning on G(V ). We give a proof of this folklore result later in this section.
A complete algorithm for this problem—the ID algorithm, stated on ADMGs—
was given in (Shpitser and Pearl, 2006, Tian and Pearl, 2002b). ‘Complete’
means that whenever the algorithm fails to find an expression for p(xY | do(xA))
in terms of p(xV ) in the causal model given by G(H ∪ V ), no other algorithm
is able to do so without making more assumptions. In this section we use the
fixing operation to give a simple constructive characterization (an algorithm) of
all causal effects identifiable by the ID algorithm, and thus of all causal effects
identifiable in any hidden variable causal DAG G(H ∪ V ). We can view this
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Tcharacterization as using the fixing operation to simplify the ID algorithm fromits original two page formulation down to a single line.Lemma 58. Let G(H∪V ) be a hidden variable causal DAG. Then for any set Sreachable from G(V ), p(xS | doG(H∪V )(xV \S)) is identifiable in G(H ∪ V ) from
p(xV ) as the kernel φV \S(p(xV );G(V )) evaluated at xS and xpaG(V )(S)\S.
Proof. Our conclusion follows by (40) and an inductive application of Lemma
55. The fact that the kernel φV \S(p(xV );G) only depends on values of S and
paG(S) \ S follows by the global nested Markov property, and Theorem 56.
Lemma 59. Let G(H∪V ) be a hidden variable causal DAG . For any A ⊆ V , let
GA be an edge subgraph of G where all directed arrows in G into A are removed.
For any Y ⊆ V \A, let AY = anGA(Y ) ∩ A. Then
p(xY | doG(xA)) = p(xY | doG(xAY ))
Proof. Follows by (39), and the global Markov property for CDAG models.
Theorem 60. Let G(H ∪ V ) be a causal DAG with latent projection G(V ). For
A ∪˙ Y ⊂ V , let Y ∗ = anG(V )V \A(Y ). Then if D(G(V )Y ∗) ⊆ I(G(V )),
p(xY | doG(H∪V )(xA)) =
∑
xY ∗\Y
∏
D∈D(G(V )Y ∗ )
φV \D(p(xV );G(V )). (41)
If not, there exists D ∈ D(G(V )Y ∗) \ I(G(V )) and p(xY | doG(H∪V )(xA)) is not
identifiable in G(H ∪ V ).
Note that Y ∗ is the set of vertices v ∈ V \ A for which, for some y ∈ Y ,
there is a directed path v → · · · → y, with no vertex on the path in A. Also
note that since, by Theorem 56, XD ⊥ XV \(D∪paG(V )(D)) | XpaG(V )(D)\D in
φV \D(p(xV );G(V )), it follows that φV \D(p(xV );G(V )) is a function solely of xD
and xpaG(V )(D)\D. Thus the product on the RHS of (41) is a function of the
‘input’ variables on the LHS, xY , xA, and the ‘bound’ variables xY ∗ present in
the sum.
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TProof. We first prove (41). Let A∗ = V \ Y ∗ ⊇ A. By Lemma 59, p(xY ∗ |doG(H∪V )(xA)) = p(xY ∗ | doG(H∪V )(xA∗)).Let G∗(H∪(V \A∗), A∗) = φA∗(G(H∪V )); note that since G(H∪V ) is a DAG,A∗ is fixable in G(H∪V ), and G∗(H∪(V \A∗), A∗) is a CADG. By Corollary 53,σH(φ∗A∗(G(H∪V ))) = φ∗A∗(σH(G(H∪V ))), where σH is the latent projection op-
eration, that is σH(G(H ∪V )) = G(V ). Since G∗(Y ∗, A∗) = σH(φ∗A∗(G(H ∪V ))),
and, by definition of induced subgraphs, G(V )Y ∗ = (φ
∗
A∗(G(V )))Y ∗ , G(V )Y ∗ =
G∗(Y ∗, A∗)Y ∗ . Consequently, D(G(V )Y ∗) = D(G∗(Y ∗, A∗)).
For every D ∈ D(G∗(Y ∗, A∗)), define HD ≡ H ∩ anG(H∪V )D∪H (D), and let
H∗ =
⋃
D∈D(G∗(Y ∗,A∗))HD. Thus HD is the set of variables h ∈ H , for which
there exists a vertex d ∈ D and a directed path h → · · · → d in G(H ∪ V ) on
which, excepting d, all vertices are in H .
It follows from the construction that:
(a) if D,D′ ∈ D(G∗(Y ∗, A∗)), and D 6= D′ then HD ∩HD′=∅;
(b) for each D ∈ D(G∗(Y ∗, A∗)) we have paG(H∪V )(D ∪HD) ∩H
∗ = HD;
(c) Y ∗∪H∗ is ancestral in G(H∪V ), so if v ∈ Y ∗∪H∗, paG(H∪V )(v)∩H ⊆ H
∗.
We now have:
p(xY ∗ | doG(H∪V )(xA∗))
=
∑
xH
∏
v∈H∪Y ∗
p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))
=
∑
xH∗
∏
v∈H∗∪Y ∗
p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))
∑
xH\H∗
∏
v∈H\H∗
p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
=
∑
xH∗
∏
D∈D(G∗(Y ∗,A∗))
∏
v∈D∪HD
p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))
=
∏
D∈D(G∗(Y ∗,A∗))

∑
xHD
∏
v∈D∪HD
p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))

 . (42)
Here, the first equality follows from (40), the second follows from (c), the third
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Tfrom (a), and the fourth from (b). Now, for any given D ∈ D(G∗(Y ∗, A∗)),∑xHD ∏v∈D∪HD p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))= ∑xHD ∏v∈D∪HD p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v)) ∑xH\HD ∏v∈H\HD p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
=
∑
xH
∏
v∈D∪H
p(xv | xpaG(H∪V )(v))
=
∑
xH
φV \D(p(xH∪V );G(H ∪ V )). (43)
Here the second line uses that paG(H∪V )(D∪HD)∩ (H \HD)=∅, which follows
(b), (c) and the definition of HD. Since, by hypothesis, D ∈ D(G(V )Y ∗) =
D(G∗(Y ∗, A∗)) ⊆ I(G(V )), it follows from Lemma 55 that∑
xH
φV \D(p(xH∪V );G(H ∪ V )) = φV \D(p(xV );G(V )). (44)
Hence by (42), (43) and (44),
p(xY ∗ | doG(H∪V )(xA∗)) =
∏
D∈D(G∗(Y ∗,A∗))
φV \D(p(xV );G(V )).
The conclusion, (41), then follows since
p(xY | doG(H∪V )(xA)) =
∑
xY ∗\Y
p(xY ∗ | doG(H∪V )(xA∗)).
To establish the last claim, fix D ∈ D(G(V )Y ∗) \ I(G(V )), and let D∗ be
the minimal intrinsic superset of D. Assume, for a contraction, that D∗ does
not intersect A∗. Then D∗ ⊆ Y ∗. But since D∗ is intrinsic, it must be a
subset of some D′ ∈ D(G(V )Y ∗). But this is impossible since D ⊂ D∗, and
D ∈ D(G(V )Y ∗). Thus D
∗ intersects A∗.
Let R = {v ∈ D∗ | chφV \D∗ (G(V ))(v) = ∅}. If R is not a subset of D, D
∗ could
not be the minimal intrinsic superset of D, since any element in R \D is fixable
in φV \D∗(G(V )). Finally, note that by construction, D ( D
∗, D ∩ A∗ = ∅, and
R ⊆ Y ∗ ⊆ anG(V )A(Y ).
This impliesD andD∗ satisfy the definition of a hedge for p(xY | doG(H∪V )(xA∗)) =
p(xY | doG(H∪V )(xA)) in G(V ) (Shpitser and Pearl, 2007). Results in the same
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Tpaper show that p(xY | doG(H∪V )(xA)) is not identifiable in a canonical hiddenvariable causal DAG G†(H† ∪ V ), where H† consists of a hidden variable forevery bidirected arc in G(V ) (see, e.g. Richardson and Spirtes (2002) §6 for aformal definition of G†(H† ∪ V )). It follows from Theorem 2 in (Evans, 2015)that the model associated with G†(H† ∪ V ) is a submodel of that associated
with G(H ∪ V ). This completes the proof.
Corollary 61. Let G1(H1 ∪ V ) and G2(H2 ∪ V ) be two causal DAGs, with the
same latent projection, so G1(V ) = G2(V ). Then for any A∪˙Y ⊆ V ,
• p(Y | doG1(A)) is identifiable if and only if p(Y | doG2(A)) is identifiable,
• If p(Y | doG1(A)) is identifiable, p(Y | doG1(A)) = p(Y | doG2(A)).
Proof. Follows directly by Theorem 60, since Y ∗, D(G(V )Y ∗), I(G(V )) and the
terms on the RHS of (41) are defined solely in terms of the latent projection.
Corollary 61 shows that we may discuss identification directly on ADMG
latent projections without having to specify the particular hidden variable DAG.
Example 62. Given some hidden variable DAG G(O∪H), where O = {x1, . . . , x4}
with latent projection G(O) given by the ADMG in Fig. 3(i), consider the prob-
lem of identifying p(x4 | doG(x2)). Mapping this problem to the notation of
Theorem 60, we have Y = {X4}, A = A∗ = {X2}, Y ∗ = {X4, X3, X1}. The
districts of GY ∗ are {X4}, {X3}, and {X1}. In fact, these three sets are intrinsic
in G, and thus a fixing sequence exists for each corresponding kernel:
φ234(p(x1, x2, x3, x4);G) = φ23
(
p(x1, x2, x3, x4)
p(x4 | x3, x2, x1)
;G{1,2,3}
)
= φ2
(
p(x1, x2, x3)
p(x3 | x2, x1)
;G{1,2}
)
=
p(x1, x2)
p(x2 | x1)
= p(x1),
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Tφ124(p(x1, x2, x3, x4);G) = φ12( p(x1, x2, x3, x4)p(x4 | x3, x2, x1) ;G{1,2,3})= φ1(p(x3, x2, x1)p(x2 | x1) ;φ2(G{1,2,3}))= p(x3 | x2, x1)p(x1)p(x1) = p(x3 | x2, x1),
φ231(p(x1, x2, x3, x4);G) = φ23
(
p(x1, x2, x3, x4)
p(x1)
= p(x2, x3, x4 |x1);φ1(G)
)
= φ2
(
p(x2, x3, x4 | x1)
p(x3 | x2, x1)
≡ q†(x2, x4 |x1, x3);φ31(G)
)
=
q†(x2, x4 |x1, x3)
q†(x2 |x1, x3, x4)
=
∑
x2
p(x4 | x3, x2, x1)p(x2 | x1).
The last step here follows because q†(x2, x4 |x1, x3) = p(x2 |x1)p(x4 |x1, x2, x3),
and q†(x2 |x1, x3, x4) = q†(x2, x4 |x1, x3)
/(∑
x2
q†(x2, x4 |x1, x3)
)
. Combining
these kernels as in Theorem 60 yields the same identifying functional as the one
obtained by the ID algorithm applied to G:
p(x4 | doG(x2)) =
∑
x3,x1
p(x1)p(x3 | x2, x1)
∑
x′2
p(x4 | x3, x
′
2, x1)p(x
′
2 | x1),
where we relabel x2 as x
′
2 in the last kernel to avoid confusion between a free and
summation quantifier captured versions of the variable x2 in the final expression.
4.4 Connections with Tian’s Constraint Algorithm
An algorithm for enumerating constraints on kernels in marginals of DAG mod-
els was given in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b). Tian’s algorithm effectively imple-
ments fixing for both graphs and kernels, with three important differences from
our formalization. First, unlike CADMGs, subgraphs obtained by fixing in
(Tian and Pearl, 2002b) do not show fixed nodes explicitly. Second, there is no
unified fixing operation on kernels, instead the algorithm in (Tian and Pearl,
2002b) alternates steps corresponding to the application of the g-formula (di-
vision by a conditional density), and steps corresponding to marginalization.
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TThird, the kernel objects obtained by repeated alternative application of thesetwo steps, called “q-factors” and written as Q[V ] where V is the set of nodesnot yet fixed, do not explicitly show the dependence on nodes already fixed.For a given DAG G(O ∪ H) and a density p(xO∪H ) Markov relative to
G(O ∪ H), a subset of observable nodes O, and a topological order ≺ on G,
this algorithm gives a list of constraints of the form “a kernel corresponding
to a q-factor Q[C] obtained by some set of applications of the g-formula and
marginalization on p(xO) does not functionally depend on a set XD, for some
D ⊆ O.”
In this section we will show that the set of constraints found by Tian’s algo-
rithm implicitly define the nested Markov model. To facilitate the proof of this
result we translate Tian’s algorithm into the notation used in this manuscript
based on CADMGs and kernels. The result is Algorithm 1 with a subrou-
tine Algorithm 2. In subsequent discussions, we will call the algorithm in
(Tian and Pearl, 2002b) “Tian’s algorithm,” and our translation “Algorithm
1.”
Whereas Tian’s algorithm takes a latent variable DAG as input, Algorithm
1 takes a latent projection G(O); both algorithms require a topological order ≺
on O. Given this input, Algorithm 1 constructs a list L of constraints, that is
initially empty (line 2).
The first step of Tian’s algorithm considers constraints for every v ∈ O
among its predecessors T = preG(O),≺(v). The constraint named in their step
(A1) is that v is independent of variables outside its Markov blanket in G(T ),
conditional on its Markov blanket.
The second step (A2) is recursive, and considers constraints involving v in
various q-factors obtained from the q-factorQ[S] = qS . Algorithm 1 implements
(A2) by means of a recursive subroutine Algorithm 2, called in line 9. Note
that Algorithm 2 accepts a variable, a CADMG and a kernel, while step (A2) in
Tian’s algorithm accepts a q-factorQ[S], and an associated hidden variable DAG
G with observable nodes S. Since step (A2) considers districts and observable
subsets of S closed under descendants, Lemmas 52, and Lemma 63 and 64 below
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Timply that we can dispense with any mention of hidden variable DAGs and q-factors, and instead rephrase (A2) in terms of CADMGs, kernels and the fixingoperation.Step (A2) first iterates over all observable subsets D of S closed underdescendants2, and considers a constraint on the S \ D margin of Q[S]; i.e.
Q[S \D] =
∑
xD
Q[S]. Note that though v ∈ S, the constraint is actually stated
in terms of the marginQ[S\D]. Lemma 63 shows that this iteration corresponds
to an iteration over ancestral subsets D′ = S \D of the corresponding CADMG
containing v (shown in line 3 of Algorithm 2). Tian and Pearl (2002b) describe
this part of the algorithm in terms of “effective parents” in the original DAG;
these are just the parents in the latent projection.
The constraint associated with D′ found by step (A2) is described by noting
that some parents of D may not be parents of D′, and therefore the q-factor
qD′ = Q[D
′] =
∑
xD
Q[S] is independent of these missing parents. That is to
say, qS(xD′ |xpaG(S)\S) does not depend upon x(paG(S)\S)\(paG(D′)\D′), or equiv-
alently x(paG(S)\S)\paG(D′).
Translated into a statement of conditional independence on kernels we have
that XD′ is independent of X(paG(S)\S)\paG(D′) (conditional on XpaG(D′)\D′) in
qS(xD′ | xW ). This constraint is added on line 6 of Algorithm 2, with the
conditional statement on line 5 checking that the independence is not vacuous.
Step (A2) of Tian’s algorithm potentially adds another constraint associated
with the set D′. We consider Q[D′] associated with the subgraph φO\D′(G(O));
if this graph has more than one district and v ∈ E ∈ D(φO\D′ (G(O))), then
Q[D′]/
∑
xv
Q[D′] is a function only of xmb(v,E). In our notation and using
Lemma 64 it is clear that
Q[D′]/
∑
xv
Q[D′] = qD′(xv |x(D′∪paG(D′))\{v}) = qD′(xv |x(E∪paG(E))\{v}).
Thus the constraint added by line 10 of Algorithm 2 is therefore
Xv ⊥ X(D′∪paG(D′))\(mbG(v,E)∪{v}) | XmbG(v,E) [qS ],
2Tian and Pearl (2002b) use D for sets that are closed under descendants, not to indicate
a district.
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Tby definition of mbG(v, E). Finally, Tian’s algorithm is called recursively withv, Q[E] and the corresponding subgraph of G. In our notation, given that theprevious invocation was with v, qS(xS | xW ) and the corresponding CADMGG(S,W ), the new invocation is with v, φS\E(qS(xS |W );G(S,W )), and φS\E(G(S,W )).This invocation is done on line 12 of Algorithm 2.
The next two lemmas justify our use of fixing and kernels in our translation
of Tian’s algorithm into Algorithms 1 and 2.
Lemma 63. Let G′(H ′∪S) be a DAG obtained at some step of Tian’s algorithm
from the original DAG G(H ∪ O), where O and S are the sets of observable
vertices in G and G′, respectively. Then:
(a) S is reachable in G(O).
(b) For any subset D ⊆ S closed under descendants in G′(S), S\D is ancestral
in φO\S(G(O)).
(c) A district E in G′(S) is a district in φO\S(G(O)).
Proof. We prove this by induction on the recursive structure of Tian’s algorithm.
We first establish that (a) holds in the base case. Note that when Tian’s
algorithm calls step (A2) from step (A1), it is with sets Si ≡ S which are
districts in G(T ), where each T is a subset of O that is ancestral in G(O). Thus,
these sets S are reachable by definition.
Assume we are in step (A2) with a reachable set S. Then for any subset
D ⊆ S closed under descendants in G′(S), S \ D is ancestral in G′(S). By
Lemma 52, G′(S) = φO\S(G(O)), which implies (b). All subsequent recursive
calls in step (A2) correspond to districts Ei in G
′(S \D), for some D above. By
Lemma 52, all such Ei are districts of φO\(S\D)(G(O)) which establishes (c). It
follows from (b) and (c) that any set arising in recursive applications of (A2)
are reachable from G(O), thus establishing (a).
The next result inductively establishes a correspondence between q-factors
and kernels.
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Algorithm 1 The constraint-finding algorithm in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b) ex-
pressed in the CADMG and kernel notation used in this manuscript. v is an
element of O.
Input : G(O) : an ADMG over a vertex set O,
p(xO) : a density over xO,
≺ : a total topological ordering on O.
Output : A list of constraints on p(xO) implied by G(O).
1: procedure Find-Constraints(G(O), p(xO),≺)
2: L← {}
3: for all v ∈ O do
4: T ← preG(O),≺(v) ∪ {v};
5: Let S ∈ D(G(T )) s.t. v ∈ S;
6: if T \ (mb(v, T ) ∪ {v}) 6= ∅ then
7: L← L ∪ “(Xv ⊥ XT\(mb(v,T )∪{v}) | Xmb(v,T )) [qT ] ”;
8: end if
9: L← L ∪Node-Constraints(v, φT\S(G(T )), φT\S(p(xT );G(T )));
10: end for
11: return L.
12: end procedure
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Algorithm 2 A subroutine of Algorithm 1 which finds constraints associated
with a particular vertex.
Input : G(S,W ) : a CADMG,
v a vertex in S with no children in G,
qS(xS | xW ) : a kernel associated with G,
Output : A list of constraints on q(xS | xW ).
1: procedure Node-Constraints(v,G(S,W ), qS)
2: L← {};
3: for every ∅ ⊂ D ⊂ S closed under descendants in G, s.t. v 6∈ D do
4: Let D′ ← S \D;
5: if (paG(S) \ S) \ paG(D
′) 6= ∅ then
6: L← L ∪ “(XD′ ⊥ X(paG(S)\S)\paG(D′) | XpaG(D′)\D′) [qD′ ]”;
7: end if
8: Let E ∈ D(φS\D′ (G)), s.t. v ∈ E;
9: if |D(φS\D′ (G))| > 1 and (D
′ ∪ paG(D
′)) \ (mbG(v, E) ∪ {v}) 6= ∅
then
10: L← L∪“(Xv ⊥ X(D′∪paG(D′))\(mbG(v,E)∪{v}) | XmbG(v,E)) [qD′ ]”;
11: end if
12: L← L∪ Node-Constraints(v, φS\E(G), φS\E(qS ;G));
13: end for
14: return L
15: end procedure
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TLemma 64. Let Q[S] be a q-factor obtained from p(xV ) by Tian’s algorithm.Assume Q[S] is equal to a kernel qS(xS | xW ), and corresponds to the DAGG′(H ′ ∪ S) obtained from the original DAG G(H ∪O). Then:(a) For any subset D ⊆ S closed under descendants in G′, ∑xD Q[S] =
φD(qS(xS | xW );φO\S(G(O))).
(b) For any district E in G′, the q-factor Q[E] = φS\E(qS(xS | xW );φO\S(G(O))).
Proof. This follows inductively by definition of fixing on kernels, and Lemma 1
and Lemma 2 in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b).
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. For an ADMG
G(O), let Pt(G, O,≺) be the set of densities p(xO) in which the list of constraints
found by Algorithm 1 holds. We will show that this statistical model is identical
to the nested Markov model Pn(G(O)).
Theorem 65. Let G(O) be an ADMG over vertex set O. Then
Pnm(G(O)) ⊆ Pt(G, O,≺).
Proof. It suffices to show that every constraint found by Algorithms 1 and 2, if
given a graph G(O) as one of the inputs, is implied by some constraint given by
the global nested Markov property for G(O).
All constraints found in Algorithm 1 on line 6 are ordinary conditional in-
dependence constraints. Moreover, they are easily seen to follow from the m-
separation criterion, which forms a part of the global nested Markov property
(since the sets of nodes T in which these constraint are found are all reachable
in G(O)).
Consider some D′ obtained during some recursive call of Algorithm 2. By
Lemma 63, D′ is ancestral in a CADMG corresponding to a set reachable in
G(O). Therefore D′ is itself reachable, so the nested global Markov property
implies that the kernel qD′(xD′ | xW ) = φO\D′(p(xO);G(O)) is Markov with
respect to φO\D′(G(O)).
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TIf (paG(S)\S)\(paG(D′)\D′) is non-empty, D′ is m-separated from (paG(S)\S) \ (paG(D′) \ D′) by paG(D′) \ D′ in the graph G(D′,W )|W obtained fromG(D′,W ) = φO\D′(G) in the usual way (here W = O \D′). This implies thatD′ is m-separated from the smaller set (paG(S) \ S) \ (D ∪ paG(D′) \ D′) bypaG(D′) \D′ in G(D′,W )|W , which is precisely the constraint on line 6.
Similarly, if the preconditions on line 9 hold, v is m-separated from a non-
empty set mbG(v,D
′)\mbG(v, E) given mbG(v, E) in G(D′,W )|W . This directly
implies the constraint on line 10.
Before showing the other direction, we need to show that Algorithm 2 reaches
all intrinsic sets. Let G(O) be an ADMG. Denote by T (G(O)) the set of subsets
of O such that the corresponding CADMG and kernel are arguments to some
call of Algorithm 2, if Algorithm 1 is invoked with G(O).
Lemma 66. Let G(O) be an ADMG. Then
T (G(O)) = I(G(O)).
Proof. T (G(O)) ⊆ I(G(O)) follows from Lemma 63 and the fact that every S
associated with arguments G(S,W ) and qS(xS | xW ) formed a district in the
graph associated with the called subroutine.
To show I(G(O)) ⊆ T (G(O)), let S be intrinsic and assume for contradiction
that the algorithm never reaches S. Since S is bidirected-connected this means
that Algorithm 2 is called for some S′ ⊃ S but that there is no strict ancestral
subsetD′ of S′ in G(S′,W ) which contains S. Since it was called from Algorithm
2, S′ is a single district, and since no ancestral subset contains S it is the case
that every d ∈ S′ is an ancestor of some element of S. But then the only fixable
vertices in S′ are also in S; this contradicts the reachability of S.
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 67. Let G(O) be an ADMG with a vertex set O. Then
Pt(G, O,≺) ⊆ P
n
l (G(O),≺).
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TProof. The ordered local nested property for G(O) and ≺ has at most a singleconstraint for each S ∈ I(G(O)), involving the ≺-maximal element v of S. Thisconstraint is that Xv ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S) [qS ]. (45)
We will show that all such constraints are implied by those found by Algo-
rithms 1 and 2 by a double induction on the sequence of calls made by the
algorithm. In the outer induction, Algorithm 1 is called in ≺-order on sub-
graphs G({v} ∪ preG,≺(v)), so (letting T = preG,≺(v)) we can assume by the
induction hypothesis that p(xT ) satisfies the local nested Markov property for
G(T ). The base case for this is trivial, since any distribution satisfies the local
nested Markov property for a graph with one vertex. Throughout the proof we
will ignore trivial independences of the form XA ⊥ X∅ |XC .
For the second, inner induction, we work on the sequence of calls made within
one iteration of the ‘do’ routine from lines 4-9 of Algorithm 1, for a particular
v ∈ O and T = {v} ∪ preG,≺(v). The base case is the constraint from line 7
associated with the intrinsic set S ∈ D(G(T )) containing v. The independence
is Xv ⊥ XT\(mb(v,T )∪{v}) |Xmb(v,T ) in qT , which also holds in p since T is an
ancestral margin of G and all the variables in the independence are contained
in T .
Since mb(v, T ) = mb(v, S), we conclude that Xv ⊥ XT\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) |
Xmb(v,S) in qT . Since O\(mb(v, T )∪{v}) is partitioned into T \(mb(v, T )∪{v})
and O \ T , an inductive application of Proposition 13 implies that
Xv ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S) [qT ]; (46)
note that qT does not depend on the vertices in O \ T as these are fixed and
occur after T under ≺.
An inductive application of Proposition 14 implies (46) holds not only in
qT , but also in qS ≡ φT\S(qT ;G(T )). This establishes the base case, namely
that for an intrinsic set S ∈ D(G(T )), (45) is implied by constraints found by
Algorithms 1 and 2.
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TWe now consider the inductive case, namely (45) for all intrinsic sets whichare not districts in G(T ) for any v. We know by Lemma 66 that all such intrinsicsets are visited by Algorithm 2. Consider a set E ∈ I(G(O)) such that v is the≺-greatest element of E, and let S∗ be the intrinsic set whose own recursive callmade the recursive call corresponding to E. By the inductive hypothesis (45) is
implied for S∗ by constraints found by Algorithms 1 and 2. We now claim that
Xv ⊥ Xmb(v,S∗)\mb(v,E) | Xmb(v,E) [qE ] (47)
is sufficient for the local nested Markov constraint (45) applied to the intrinsic
set E.
Proof of claim: LetD be the set considered in the recursive call of Al-
gorithm 2 corresponding to S, where E is the district in φO\(S\D)(G)
containing v. Recall that, by construction, v has no children in S.
Note that if p(xO) ∈ Pn(G), then
XD ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S)\D [qS\{v}] (48)
holds, since the corresponding m-separation statement holds in G˜|W ,
where G˜ = φO\(S\{v})(G).
In fact, sinceD, S\{v} and mb(v, S) are subsets of T \{v}, it suffices
to establish p(xT\{v}) ∈ P
n(G(T \ {v})) to obtain
XD ⊥ XT\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S)\D [qS\{v}],
from which we can conclude (48) by an inductive application of
Lemma 11.
By the outer induction hypothesis we have already shown that p(xT\{v}) ∈
Pn(G(T \ {v})). By the inner induction hypothesis we also have
Xv ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S) [qS ]. (49)
We know v is the ≺-maximal element of S, so qS\{v} is an ordinary
margin of qS , and by Proposition 13 we can use the graphoid axiom
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Tof contraction with (48) and (49) to obtainX{v}∪D ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S)\D [qS ]=⇒ Xv ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S)\D. [qS ]. (50)
An inductive application of Proposition 13 implies
Xv ⊥ XO\((mb(v,S)∪{v})\D) | Xmb(v,S)\D [qS\D]
=⇒ Xv ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S) [qS\D]
by the graphoid axiom of decomposition. We can now use Proposi-
tion 14 inductively to further fix (S \D) \ E and conclude that
Xv ⊥ XO\(mb(v,S)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,S) [qE ]. (51)
Finally, we use the graphoid axiom of contraction to conclude from
(47) and (51) that
Xv ⊥ XO\(mb(v,E)∪{v}) | Xmb(v,E) [qE ]. (52)
holds and the claim is proved.
All that remains is to show that (47) is implied by Algorithms 1 and 2. Let
D′ = S∗\D be the non-empty set found on line 4, such thatE ∈ D(φO\(S\D)(G)).
The constraints added on lines 6 and 10 are:
XD′ ⊥ X(paG(S)\S)\paG(D′) | XpaG(D′)\D′ [qD′ ],
Xv ⊥ X(D′∪paG(D′))\(mbG(v,E)∪{v}) | XmbG(v,E) [qD′ ]. (53)
By the axioms of weak union and then contraction with (53) we have
Xv ⊥ X(paG(S)\S)\paG(D′) | X(D′∪pa(D′))\{v} [qD′ ],
Xv ⊥ X[(paG(S)\S)∪D′∪paG(D′)]\(mbG(v,E)∪{v}) | XmbG(v,E) [qD′ ].
By an application of Lemma 11,
Xv ⊥ XD | X(paG(S)\S)∪(D′∪paG(D′))\{v} [qD′ ].
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TUsing contraction again with the fact that (paG(S) \ S) ∪D′ ∪ paG(D′) ∪D =paG(S) ∪ S = mbG(v, S) ∪ {v}, and the fact that D and mbG(v, E) are disjoint,we have Xv ⊥ XmbG(v,S)\mbG(v,E) | XmbG(v,E) [qD′ ]
To show (47), we must also show the same constraint holds in qE , which follows
by an inductive application of Proposition 14. This completes the proof.
The main result of this section is an immediate corollary of Theorems 65, 67,
and 44.
Corollary 68.
Pt(G, O,≺) = P
n(G(O)).
4.5 Connections with r-Factorization
Shpitser et al. (2011) used constraints in causal DAG models with latent vari-
ables to construct a variable elimination (VE) algorithm for evaluating causal
queries p(xY | do(xA)) in a computationally efficient manner. This algorithm
used an older definition called the ‘r-factorization property’. The nested Markov
model r-factorizes which implies that the VE algorithm applies to these models
as well.
Theorem 69. If p(xV ) ∈ Pn(G(V )), then p(xV ) r-factorizes with respect to G
and {φV \C(p(xV );G) | C ∈ I(G)}.
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of r-factorization, the definition
of Pn(G) and Theorem 38.
5 Summary
We have defined a novel statistical model which represents equality (but not
inequality) constraints in marginals of DAG models, including the Verma con-
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Tstraint. Though this model represents constraints found in marginal distribu-tions, it does not itself model latent variables explicitly. We call this modelthe nested Markov model, and it is represented by means of an acyclic directedmixed graph (ADMG). Our model is ‘nested’ because it is defined on sets ofgraphs and kernels derived recursively from the original marginal distribution
and ADMG via a fixing operation. The fixing operation unifies certain marginal-
ization, conditioning, and applications of the g-formula. Central to our model
definition is the fact that any two valid sequences of fixing operations that fix
the same set of nodes give the same result. We have characterized our model
via Markov properties and a factorization. We have also shown a close connec-
tion between our model and a constraint enumeration algorithm for marginals
of causal DAG models given in (Tian and Pearl, 2002b), and used the fixing
operation to characterize all identifiable causal effects in hidden variable DAG
models using a one line formula (41).
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7 Appendix
Proposition 3 If G(V ∪˙L) is a DAG then G(V ) is an ADMG.
Proof: It follows directly from the construction that if v → v′ in G(V ) then
v ∈ anG(v′). The presence of a directed cycle in G(V ) would imply a directed
cycle in G, which is a contradiction. ✷
Proposition 4 Let G(V ∪˙L) be a DAG. For disjoint subsets A,B,C ⊆ V , (C
may be empty), A is d-separated from B given C in G if and only if A is m-
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Tseparated from B given C in G(V ).Proof: For every path π in G, by Definition 6 there is a corresponding path π∗ inG(V ) consisting of a subsequence of the vertices on π, such that if a vertex v isa collider (non-collider) on π∗ then it is a collider (non-collider) on π. It followsfrom this that d-connection in G implies m-connection in G(V ). Conversely, by
Definition 6 for each edge ǫ∗ with endpoints e and f on π∗ in G(V ) there is a
unique path µǫ∗ with endpoints e and f in G such that there is an arrowhead
at e (f) on ǫ∗ if and only if the edge on µǫ∗ with e (f) as an endpoint has an
arrowhead at e (f). It then follows from Lemma 3.3.1 in (Spirtes et al., 1993)
that if there is a path m-connecting a and b given C in G(V ) then there is a
path d-connecting a and b given C in G. The result then follows. ✷
Theorem 19 Pcf (G)=P
c
l (G,≺)=P
c
m(G)=P
c
a(G).
To prove this result we will need a number of intermediate results.
Lemma 70. (Lemma 3 in Richardson (2003)) For a CADMG G(V,W,E),
suppose µ is a path which m-connects x and y given Z in G|W . Then the
sequence of non-colliders on µ form a path connecting x and y in (Gan({x,y}∪Z))
a.
Proof: Every vertex on an m-connecting path is either an ancestor of a collider,
and hence Z, or an ancestor of an endpoint. Thus all the vertices on µ are
in Gan({x,y}∪Z). Suppose that wi and wi+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ k−1) are the successive
non-colliders on µ. The subpath µ(wi, wi+1) consists entirely of colliders, hence
wi and wi+1 are adjacent in (Gan({x,y}∪Z))
a. Similarly w1 and wk are adjacent
to x and y, respectively, in (Gan({x,y}∪Z))
a. ✷
Lemma 71. For a CADMG G(V,W,E), suppose µ is a path which m-connects
x and y given Z in G|W . Then the sequence of non-colliders on µ form a path
connecting x and y in (Gan({x,y}∪Z))
a.
Proof: Every vertex on an m-connecting path is either an ancestor of a collider,
and hence Z, or an ancestor of an endpoint. Thus all the vertices on µ are
in Gan({x,y}∪Z). Suppose that wi and wi+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ k−1) are the successive
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Tnon-colliders on µ. The subpath µ(wi, wi+1) consists entirely of colliders, hencewi and wi+1 are adjacent in (Gan({x,y}∪Z))a. Similarly w1 and wk are adjacentto x and y, respectively, in (Gan({x,y}∪Z))a. ✷Theorem 72. If G is a CADMG then
Pcm(G) = P
c
a(G).
This proof follows that of Theorem 1 in Richardson (2003).
Proof: Pcm(G) ⊆ P
c
a(G)
We proceed by showing that if X and Y are m-connected given Z in G|W then
X and Y are not separated by Z in (Gan(X∪Y ∪Z))
a. If X and Y are m-connected
given Z in G|W then there are vertices x ∈ X , y ∈ Y such that there is a path µ
which m-connects x and y given Z in G|W . By Lemma 70 the non-colliders on µ
form a path µ∗ connecting x and y in (Gan(X∪Y ∪Z))
a. Since µ is m-connecting,
no non-collider is in Z hence no vertex on µ∗ is in Z. Thus X and Y are not
separated by Z in (Gan(X∪Y ∪Z))
a. ✷
Proof: Pca(G) ⊆ P
c
m(G)
We show that if X and Y are not separated by Z in (Gan(X∪Y ∪Z))
a then X
and Y are m-connected given Z in G|W . If X and Y are not separated by Z
in (Gan(X∪Y ∪Z))
a then there are vertices x ∈ X , y ∈ Y such that there is a
minimal path pi between x and y in (Gan(X∪Y ∪Z))
a on which no vertex is in
Z. Our strategy is to replace each augmented edge on pi with a corresponding
collider path in G|W and replace the other edges on pi with the corresponding
edges in G (choosing arbitrarily if there is more than one). It follows from
Lemma 2 in Richardson (2003) that the resulting sequence of edges form a path
from x to y in G|W , which we denote ν. Further, any non-collider on ν is a vertex
on pi and hence not in Z. Finally, since all vertices in ν are in Gan(X∪Y∪Z) it
follows that every collider is in an(X ∪Y ∪Z). Thus by Lemma 1 in Richardson
(2003) there exist vertices x∗ ∈ X and y∗ ∈ Y which are m-connected given Z
in G|W , hence X and Y are m-connected given Z. ✷
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TLemma 73. If G(V,W,E) is a CADMG, x is a vertex in an ancestral setA ⊆ V ∪W and chG(x) ∩ A = ∅, then the induced subgraph of the moral graph(GA)a on the set {x} ∪ mb(x,A) is always a clique. In addition, if y x in(GA)a then y ∈ mb(x,A).
Proof: (Cf. proof of Theorem 4 in Richardson (2003))
y x in (GA)
a if and only if x is collider connected to y in G
|W
A . Since chG(x)∩
A = ∅, the vertex adjacent to x on any collider path is in sp
G
|W
A
(x) ∪ pa
G
|W
A
(x).
Consequently a collider path to x in G
|W
A takes one of three forms:
(a) y → x ⇔ y ∈ pa
G
|W
A
(x);
(b) y ↔ w ↔ · · · ↔ x ⇔ y ∈ dis
G
|W
A
(x) \ {x};
(c) y → w ↔ · · · ↔ x ⇔ y ∈ pa
G
|W
A
(dis
G
|W
A
(x) \ {x}).
It then follows from the definition of a Markov blanket that y is collider con-
nected to x in G
|W
A if and only if y ∈ mb(x,A). This establishes that if y x
in (GA)
a then y ∈ mb(x,A).
Suppose that u, v ∈ mb(x,A), with u 6= v. Then there are collider paths
νux,νvx in G
|W
A . Traversing the path νux from u to x, let w be the first
vertex which is also on νvx; such a vertex is guaranteed to exist since x is
common to both paths. Concatenating the subpaths νux(u,w) and νvx(v, w)
forms a collider path connecting u and w in G
|W
A . (If w= x, this follows from
chG(x) ∩ A = ∅.) Hence u v in (GA)a, proving the first claim. Finally, if
A ⊆ W then GA is a complete graph containing bi-directed edges and so it is
easy to see that the claim holds for x ∈ A ⊆W . ✷
Theorem 74. If G(V,W,E) is a CADMG and ≺ is a consistent ordering then
Pcl (G,≺) = P
c
f (G).
Proof: Pcl (G,≺) ⊆ P
c
f (G)
Fix an ancestral set A ⊆ V ∪W . We have:
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TqV (xA∩V | xW ) = ∏d∈D∈D(GA∪W )qV (xd | xA∩preG,≺(d)\{d})= ∏d∈D∈D(GA∪W )qV (xd | xmb(d,A∩preG,≺(d))).
The first line is by the chain rule of probabilities and the fact that D(GA∪W )
is a partition of nodes in GA∪W , the second by the ordered local Markov property.
This is sufficient for the conclusion. ✷
Proof: Pcf (G) ⊆ P
c
l (G,≺)
Let V = {w1, . . . , wn} be a numbering of the vertices such that wi ≺ wj if
and only if i < j, so preG,≺(wk) = {w1, . . . , wk}.
The proof is by induction on the sequence of ordered vertices. For k = 1,
there is nothing to show. Assume the inductive hypothesis holds for j < k, and
fix an ancestral set A ⊆ preG,≺(wk). We have:
qV (xA∩V | xW ) =
∏
d∈D∈D(GA∪W )
qV (xd | xA∩preG,≺(d))
qV (xA∩V | xW ) =
∏
d∈D∈D(GA∪W )
qV (xd | xmb(d, A∩preG,≺(d))
).
The first line is, again, by chain rule of probabilities and the fact that D(G)
is a partition of nodes in G, and the second is by the Markov factorization.
∏
D∈D(GA∪W )
∏
d∈D
qV (xd | xA∩preG,≺(d)) =
∏
D∈D(GA∪W )
∏
d∈D
qV (xd | xmb(d, A∩preG,≺(d))
).
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TThe inductive hypothesis holds for all nodes in preG,≺(wk) \ {wk}. Thisallows us to cancel all terms from the above equality, except the terms qV (xwk |xpreG,≺(wk)) = qV (xwk | xmb(wk, A∩preG,≺(wk))) and qV (xwk | xmb(wk,A)), whichimmediately establishes our conclusion. ✷
Theorem 75. If G(V,W,E) is a CADMG and ≺ is a consistent ordering then
Pca(G) = P
c
l (G,≺).
Proof:
We first show that Pcl (G,≺) ⊆ P
c
a(G). The proof is similar to Proposition 5
in Lauritzen et al. (1990), and Theorem 2 in Richardson (2003).
Let V = {w1, . . . , wn} be a numbering of the vertices such that wi ≺ wj
if and only if i < j, so preG,≺(wk) = {w1, . . . , wk}. Let P ∈ P
c
l (G,≺). The
proof is by induction on the sequence of ordered vertices. The inductive hy-
pothesis is that if W ∪˙Y ∪˙Z ⊆ {w1, . . . , wk} and W is separated from Y by Z in
(Gan(W∪Y ∪Z))
a then XW⊥XY | XZ in P .
For k = 1 there is nothing to show. Suppose that the induction hypothesis
holds for j < k. Let H ≡ (Gan(W∪Y ∪Z))
a. If W is separated from Y by Z in H
and v ∈ an(W ∪ Y ∪ Z) \ (W ∪ Y ∪ Z) then in H either v is separated from Y
by Z, or v is separated from W by Z (or both). Hence we may always extend
W and Y , so that an(W ∪ Y ∪ Z) = W ∪ Y ∪ Z, and thus need only consider
this case. If wk /∈ (W ∪Y ∪Z) then W ∪ Y ∪Z ⊆ preG,≺(wj) for some wj ≺ wk
hence the required independence follows directly from the induction hypothesis.
Thus we suppose that wk ∈ (W ∪ Y ∪ Z) ⊆ preG,≺(wk). Let A ≡ W ∪ Y ∪ Z.
Since A is ancestral and wk has no children in A, the local Markov property
implies that
Xwk ⊥ XA\({wk}∪mb(wk,A)) | Xmb(wk,A) [P ].
There are now three cases to consider: (i) wk ∈ W ; (ii) wk ∈ Y ; (iii) wk ∈ Z.
(i) Since (Gan(Y ∪Z∪(W\{wk})))
a contains a subset of the edges in H, W \{wk}
is separated from Y by Z in (Gan(Y ∪Z∪(W\{wk})))
a. If W 6= {wk} then
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TXW\{wk}⊥XY | XZ in P by the induction hypothesis. It is thus sufficientto prove that Xwk⊥XY | XZ∪(W\{wk}); this also covers the case whereW = {wk}. Since the vertices in {wk} ∪mb(wk, A) form a clique in H itfollows that {wk} ∪mb(wk, A) ⊆W ∪ Z, so Y ⊆ A \ ({wk} ∪mb(wk, A)).Thus
Xwk ⊥ XA\({wk}∪mb(wk,A)) | Xmb(wk,A) [P ]
⇒ Xwk⊥XY | XZ∪(W\{wk}) [P ]
(ii) Similar to case (i).
(iii) Since, by hypothesis, A = an(A) ⊆ preG,≺(wk), wk /∈ an(W ∪ Y ∪ (Z \
{wk})). Thus the vertex wk is not in (Gan(W∪Y ∪(Z\{wk}))
a, and this graph
contains a subset of the edges inH. HenceW is separated from Y given Z\
{wk} in (Gan(W∪Y ∪(Z\{wk})))
a. So by the induction hypothesis XW⊥XY |
XZ\{wk}. It is then sufficient to prove that eitherXwk⊥XY | XW∪(Z\{wk})
or Xwk⊥XW | XY ∪(Z\{wk}) in P . Since by Lemma 73 {wk} ∪mb(wk, A)
forms a clique in (GA)
a it follows that either
{wk} ∪mb(wk, A) ⊆ W ∪ Z or
{wk} ∪mb(wk, A) ⊆ Y ∪ Z.
Suppose the former. In this case by the ordered local Markov property
Xwk ⊥ XA\({wk}∪mb(wk,A)) | Xmb(wk,A) [P ]
⇒ Xwk ⊥ XY | XW∪(Z\{wk}) [P ]
If the latter then Xwk⊥XW | XY ∪(Z\{wk}) [P ]. ✷
Proof: Pca(G) ⊆ P
c
ℓ (G,≺)
By Lemma 73 every vertex adjacent to x in (GA)a is in mb(x,A), hence x is
separated from A \ (mb(x,A) ∪ {x}) by mb(x,A) in (GA)a. Hence if P ∈ Pca(G)
then P ∈ Pcℓ (G,≺). ✷
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